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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Topic definition
The purpose of this Bachelor’s thesis in engineering is to examine the de-
sign of structures made of steel or reinforced concrete in the areas with a
high probability of earthquake occurrence. The regions of interest are
mainly Europe and the Russian Federation. Therefore, buildings must cor-
respond to the specific sections of national building codes that the thesis is
based on. The codes stated above are SP 14.13330.2014 for Russia and
Eurocode 1998 for the EU.
1.2 Scope
At first, it is necessary to specify the main subject of the chapters below.
This Bachelor’s thesis explains the structural design procedure of earth-
quake-resistant buildings in Europe and the Russian Federation. The goal
principally distinguishes this project from most of the books and Internet
articles: besides rewriting the regulations and additional background, a de-
tailed comparison between the two standards will be provided. In other
words, after any criteria of Eurocodes are stated, its equivalent from the
Russian standard is listed with the differences and similarities underlined.
As an outcome, there is a possibility for international companies and spe-
cialists to be able to perform seismic design in Russia. The reason is that a
simple translation of SP is not enough, as far as all the regulations need to
be explained and probably analyzed in order to ensure the absence of prin-
cipal mistakes. In addition, a special attention is paid to the clauses that
may be understood in two ways to avoid fundamental misunderstanding.
That is why this thesis may be time-worthy not only for those who want to
get acquainted with the basics of seismic design, but also for a specialist
that is highly experienced in earthquake engineering and wants to do busi-
ness in Russia.
1.3 Overview of contents
The content presented allows one to be able to perform a seismic analysis
in the Russian Federation or any part of Europe. This is achieved via a se-
quent cover of all the relevant stages of an earthquake design. Every stage
explanation is based on both standards mentioned above. Therefore, links
to corresponding clauses in the building codes are always provided.
However, the purpose was quite far from re-writing the formulas and regu-
lations from the official documents. To avoid extra paper consumption,
this thesis must be read strictly together with the building codes specified
above. Most of the equations and demands are not written, only links to
their location in the standards are given. In this project there is the back-
ground that helps one to understand their meaning. Nevertheless, it may
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not be the case with the Russian standards because there is no official
translation to English. This is why some key expressions and tables will be
listed to give an English-speaking reader the required information.
It must be noted that the thesis provides the information only about the
buildings of average importance, it is not intended for a specific usage
(e.g. nuclear power plants or sea platforms).
As a second part, there is a practical example of a real building that is in-
tended to resist an earthquake. The goal is to provide a working example
that appears as a final summarization of all the numerous requirements.
The methods used are considered to be most popular and generally adopt-
ed  worldwide  or  at  least,  officially  valid  in  the  regions  of  interest.  They
include different analysis types with computer software combined with
manual calculations when needed. As a result, common questions that a
designer might face throughout a work process are basically covered.
1.4 Background of the topic
Unfortunately, it is not possible to make a guide for a person unfamiliar
with some certain background, because it will require endless resources. In
the next sentences there are the essential requirements for a reader.
First  of all,  seismic design is only one part  of a structural  design. This is
why it is vital that a person is familiar with the way of determining build-
ing resistance to loads as well as with the methods of their estimation.
Secondly, the knowledge of Russian and European standards will be a
good advantage and allow one to get the maximum benefit out of every-
thing written here.
One more advantage is, of course, an ability to work with finite element
programs. Whereas a conventional design may be done using paper and a
calculator even nowadays, it is almost impossible for the earthquake case.
It  may  be  necessary  to  state  a  vague  frame  of  this  study,  in  order  for  a
reader to navigate easier. Nowadays, seismic design may be separated into
the three phases, independently of a building code:
- Region seismicity definition
- Structural analysis
- Modifying a building to correspond to specific material requirements
These will be the stages that determine the sequence of the thesis.
1.5 Methods of research
In order to present a sequent and logical explanation, various sources were
used, starting from books and Internet articles and ending with videos on
seminars. They all are stated in the related part. To ensure better under-
standing of the theoretical part, there is a practical example in the appen-
dix 1. It shows the seismic design procedure for a steel structure.
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2 EARTHQUAKES
2.1 Earthquake definition and threat assessment
At first, a clear definition of an earthquake must be provided. According to
Wikipedia, it means punches and vibrations of the Earth surface, caused
by natural (mostly tectonic processes) and artificial (e.g. explosions) rea-
sons. Anyhow, only the description does not represent the impact of this
phenomena on human beings.
Fortunately, plenty of books and articles have been written about that. For
example, Amita Sinhval gives a detailed estimation in her book “Under-
standing earthquake disasters”. Based on the author’s explanations, earth-
quakes seem to be one of the most devastating kind of disasters nowadays,
every year making thousands of people homeless, or even dead. (Amita
Sinhval - “Understanding earthquake disasters”, 2010)
In addition to what is written above, it is necessary to underline that up-to-
date urbanisation rate tends to be the highest in the history of mankind.
This is why Sinhval states that seismic threat grows exponentially with
global population and new cities’ appearing.
Earthquakes happen much more frequently than one can imagine, but, as
stated by Sinhval, they do not occur uniformly all over the World. To par-
aphrase, it means that while some countries may suffer from an excessive
seismic activity more than 10 times a year, the other have never faced a
terrible disaster described in this paragraph. In Figure 1 one can find the
data from CATDAT organization about the year 2012 that hopefully gives
a clear proof of the idea.
Figure 1  Number of damaging earthquakes per country in 2012 (http://earthquake-
report.com/2013/01/07/damaging-earthquakes-2012-database-report-the-
year-in-review/)
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Whereas some regions are considered to be totally non-seismic, it is re-
quired to point out that only significantly damaging earthquakes are com-
monly taken into account. To confirm this, Wikipedia writes in the related
article that very often no one even notices a seismic activity, although it
still  takes  place.  To  visualize  this  point,  one  is  offered  to  take  a  look  at
Figure 2 below that is related to Finland.
Figure 2 Earthquake monitoring in Finland
(http://earthquaketrack.com/p/finland/recent)
A quick summary of everything above gives a clear reason why structural
seismic  design  is  vital  in  some  regions.  It  is  common  knowledge  that  a
properly designed building which does not lose the functionality through-
out a catastrophe plays an extremely important role not only during the
seismic  activity  itself,  but  also  after  it,  which  provides  the  possibility  to
liquidate the consequences easily.
2.2 Hazard estimation
In the previous clauses the terms “seismic” and “non-seismic” regions
were mentioned plenty of times. It would be reasonable to give an expla-
nation of what is meant by them.
There is no clear and generally adopted definition, because an earthquake
hazard may be assessed differently, based on many criteria. The criteria
may be, for example, earthquake magnitude or intensity and then a lot of
values for their frequency and probability of occurrence on a certain terri-
tory. In the limits of this thesis, the following expressions are proposed:
· Seismic region – a territory, where special provisions to a structur-
al design of buildings (seismic design) are required by national au-
thorities due to a high probability of earthquake occurrence.
· Non-seismic region – all the other territories.
Therefore, the only seismicity criteria important for the structural design
are the ones defined by a local government. In the chapters below one will
find a detailed comparison between seismicity classification systems in
Europe and the Russian Federation that are chosen for the design of earth-
quake resistant buildings.
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2.2.1 Classification in Europe.
In most of the countries in the European Union, the seismicity of the re-
gion is based on the following factors:
· Earthquake effect strength
· Probability of exceedance in a certain period
· Return period
At first, an earthquake effect is discussed. This represents the action on
structure produced by the phenomena. It obviously may be measured with
many units. As for Europe, a reference ground acceleration in m/s2 is cho-
sen for an earthquake strength definition.
Secondly, after the reference acceleration is acquired, it is necessary to
figure out how possible it is that a stronger earthquake occurs throughout a
specified time. This time is chosen to be either 10 or 50 years. The value
to be chosen depends on particular steps of seismic design that are de-
scribed later. As for the probability itself, it is measured in percents.
Finally, a return period means the average time step of an earthquake with
the reference ground acceleration stated above. In other words, how long it
takes for the phenomena to happen again.
2.2.2 Classification in Russian Federation
In comparison with the European system, the factors for region seismicity
estimation in Russia do not change at all. On the contrary, there are some
differences in the values and units which stand for them.
The effect strength is measured by earthquake intensity. Wikipedia ex-
presses  this  term  as  “the  severity  of  ground  shaking  on  the  basis  of  ob-
served effects in an area of the earthquake occurrence.” To estimate it, a
special intensity scale named “Medvedev–Sponheuer–Karnik scale” (also
known as MSK-64) is used that one can see in Figure 3. According to it,
the intensity is measured in degrees.
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Figure 3 MSK-64 intensity scale
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medvedev%E2%80%93Sponheuer%E2%80%9
3Karnik_scale)
The probability of exceedance and return period depend directly on each
other in Russia. The first one is measured strictly in 50 years.
2.2.3 Comparison and conclusion.
As can be summarized from everything above, the seismicity of a region
in both Europe and Russia is evaluated with an earthquake of a reference
strength and its frequency of happening on any territory. In both regions,
the probability of exceedance and the return period remain constant all
over the territory considered, while according to them the reference
strength is measured.
To summarize everything, if the strength value for a specified frequency
and possibility is  too small,  a region is considered to be non-seismic,  i.e.
no structural seismic design is needed for all the buildings in that territory.
As for the limits of seismic strength, they are provided in the standards
which are described in the following chapters.
3 BUILDING CODES
As it was stated in the very first paragraph, seismic design is governed by
the law. A designer is obligated to follow certain standards that are adopt-
ed by a local government. Below one will find a short description of the
standards in Europe and Russian Federation.
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3.1 Eurocode 8
In the area of the European Union structural design of buildings must cor-
respond to Eurocodes. Wikipedia defines them as “a set of harmonized
technical rules developed by the European Committee for Standardization
for the structural design of construction works”. To say it simply – a num-
ber of regulations that one has to obey if he wants his building permitted
for construction. All the Eurocode system is separated into parts that a de-
signer has to apply for a particular guidance. There is a whole part dedi-
cated to an earthquake design which is EN1998. This partition itself is also
divided into several documents that are listed below:
- Part 1: General rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings
- Part 2: Bridges
- Part 3: Assessment and retrofitting of buildings
- Part 4: Silos, tanks and pipelines
- Part 5: Foundations, retaining structures and geotechnical aspects
- Part 6: Towers, masts and chimneys
Because this thesis is limited to usual industrial buildings, the most re-
ferred document will be EN1998-1 that will further be named as “Euro-
code” or “EC8”. In case some other parts are linked, the full name of the
standard will be given.
The  European  Union  comprises  a  lot  of  countries,  so  it  is  impossible  to
give the same coefficient values for all of them. For that purpose the spe-
cial local standards named “National annexes” were introduced, giving the
possibility for country authorities to influence the design in their territory.
For  example,  Finland  does  not  have  a  national  annex  to  EC8  at  all,  be-
cause the country is totally non-seismic.
3.2 SNiP II-7-81
In the Russian Federation, all the structural design is governed by a build-
ing code named SNiP. This is the abbreviation in Russian that means
“Building norms and regulations”.
Just as Eurocodes, the Russian standard is not a single document and is di-
vided into topics, each of them containing a number of documents with a
unique number.
When it comes to Earthquakes, a designer must apply to the partition II
“Structural design” where there is the topic “Urban design” and finally the
document named SNiP II-7-81 “Seismic design”. In contrast with the Eu-
ropean norms, it is a single document that covers everything needed from
foundations to fire safety.
However, Wikipedia tells that SNiP system was introduced in 1955, that
time the first documents were published. Since that, structural design has
made a huge step forward, which could not be ignored in the standards.
This is why nowadays there often are so-called “actual versions” of vari-
ous SNiP documents named SP (“set of regulations” in the Russian trans-
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lation). The latest edition of the seismic document is named SP
14.13330.2014. Its first page tells a reader that it is nothing but the latest
version of SniP II-7-81.
This Bachelor’s thesis is based on the latest document available nowadays
(January 2015) that is specified above. In the pages below its name will be
shortened to ”SP” or ”SNiP” which mean the same up-to-date standard.
Sometimes, the references are made to the original SNiP, published in
1981. In that case, it will be specified and the document linked to will be
called ”original SNiP”.
In addition to the obligatory norms, there also exist official comments and
guidance to most of the documents. It contains typical generally adopted
solutions with calculations examples that may serve as acceptable expla-
nations for the designer’s choice. In this project, the references will be
made to the official guidance to the original SNiP II-7-81.
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4  MODELING AND PRE-DESIGN STAGE
4.1 Seismicity definition and design situations
4.1.1 Europe
In Europe an earthquake hazard is estimated separately for two different
design situations. According to EC8, a building must be verified in the two
limit state systems:
- Ultimate limit state
- Damage limit state
As it was specified earlier, the main value to estimate the possible earth-
quake strength is the reference ground acceleration that is given by the na-
tional authorities.
For the ultimate limit state Eurocode suggests to measure the acceleration
that has a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years and the return period
475 years. The value of 50 years is a constant independently of a country,
whereas the other numbers may be selected by a local government. For the
return periods other than stated, the acceleration value is found by multi-
plying the reference one by the factor γI.
For the damage limitation criteria the possibility of a greater earthquake
and its return time are measured in 10 years, with the recommended values
from EC8 equal to 10% and 95 years respectively for the probability and
return period. When only the ULS ground acceleration is given by national
specialists, the value for the DLS may be obtained via the factor γI.
The design ground acceleration equals the reference one times the reliabil-
ity factor γI that is equal to 1 if the reference return period is used.
For the structures of high importance, the bigger return period must be
used. To achieve this, the standard distinguishes all the buildings into four
importance classes, giving the γI coefficient for each of them in the section
4.2.5 of EC8.
Of course, it is up to a local government to divide regions into seismic and
non-seismic. Anyway, the standard recommends to consider the areas with
ag less than 0.78m/s2 or ag*S less than 0.98m/s2 to be low-seismic.  In the
expression above S, stands for the soil factor that is described later and ag
is the design ground acceleration.
Non-seismic areas according to EC8 are those where ag<0.39m/s2 or
ag*S<0.49m/s2. This is according to the clauses of 3.2.1.
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4.1.2 Russian Federation
In  Russia  there  also  are  two  different  design  situations.  Although,  their
meaning is quite far from being the same with Eurocodes. Based on the
sub-chapter 5.2 of SP one may find the following cases:
- Design earthquake (DE). It is aimed to maintain a building usable
(based on its purpose) during and after an earthquake. Although this is
the exact translation from the standard, it does not anyhow mean ser-
viceability limit state. The design earthquake situation involves the
building check at ultimate limit state under a seismic phenomenon
based on several factors. The analysis must be linear elastic.
- Maximum design earthquake (MDE) situation. This aspect must pre-
vent a building from a global or local collapse that may be dangerous
for people. A principal difference from a simple ULS check (DE) is
that the consequences of a building failure are dangerous not only for
the inhabitants, but also for the environment. For example, if a nuclear
power-plant collapses, the result is devastating for everything inside a
several-kilometers radius. The analysis must be non-linear. In prac-
tice,  the  definition  of  this  situation  makes  it  obligatory  only  for  the
buildings of primary importance (like the power-plant above or hospi-
tals). Therefore, this case is not observed in the current thesis.
The design earthquake situation must be applied to all buildings within a
seismic design. The maximum design earthquake case is required to verify
only for high-responsibility buildings that one may find in the fields 1 and
2 of the table 3 in SP. Due to its size and simplicity, it is not listed here.
In Russia it is needed to define the region seismicity at first. For that pur-
pose, in the annex of SP there are the maps of the Russian Federation
(ОСР-97) with the reference earthquake intensity. In total, there are three
maps: A, B and C. Each of them corresponds to the catastrophe of certain
intensity with the probability of exceedance 10% for the map A, 5% and
1% for the maps B and C respectively. The possibility is measured in 50
years, just as in Eurocodes. According to the sub-chapter 4.3 of SP, the
map is chosen by a contractor. However, it is advised to use the help of a
special organization. For the MDE situation, a seismo-tectonic expertise
must be carried out, the map must be selected according to its results.
Secondly, SP requires to find out the site seismicity. This will be the one
used in structural analysis. However, the clause 4.4 strictly forbids select-
ing this value without the engineering expertise that accounts soil,
groundwater and seismo-tectonic investigations.
Anyway, if the map A has been selected to define the region seismicity,
SP allows to choose a preliminary value based on the soil type according
to Table 1 of SP.
Finally, if the site seismicity turned out to be less than 7 degrees according
to the map (return period) chosen, the site is considered to be non-seismic
according to the applicability criteria of SP (Chapter 1).
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4.2 Structural simplicity criteria
It is common knowledge that most of the building codes propagandize and
encourage to use simple and generally adopted solutions. This becomes
even more important when speaking about earthquakes. In the book “De-
signers’ guide to Eurocode 8: design of structures for earthquake re-
sistance” (further called Designers’ guide to EC8) the authors describe the
recent tests that revealed a better resistance of symmetric rightly shaped
buildings.  So  it  is  not  a  surprise,  that  both  SNiP  and  Eurocode  insist  on
avoiding extraordinary building appearance. (Michael N. Fardis, Eduardo
Carvalho, Amr Elnashai,  Ezio Faccioll,  Paolo Pinto,  Andre Plumier “De-
signers’ guide to Eurocode 8: design of structures for earthquake re-
sistance”)
To encourage both contractor and designer, various benefits are provided
for the buildings corresponding to regularity criteria: starting from the de-
sign load reduction (therefore, less material quantity needed for a frame)
and ending with design simplifications procedure that an engineer might
adore.
4.2.1 Europe
EC8 divides structural simplicity into two regularity criteria: in plan and in
elevation. A possible outcome of taking them into account is best de-
scribed by Table 1 below (Table 4.1 in Eurocode 8):
Table 1 The outcome from simplification criteria in EC8
4.2.1.1.1. Regularity in plan
Eurocode gives its requirements for a regular in plan building in the clause
4.2.3.2. The main idea is to make a structure approximately symmetric,
whereas keep the mass and stiffness centers near to each other. In addition,
the floor behavior comparable to a rigid diaphragm is quite important. The
definition of rigidity is given in the part 4.3.1 of the standard. This helps a
building to distribute lateral forces more evenly in case of eccentrically
applied mass (e.g. imposed load). On Figures 4 and 5 below one may find
the difference in structural behavior between a similar structure with and
without rigid floor panels.
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Figure 4 Lateral deformations in the structure without rigid diaphragms
Figure 5 Lateral deformations in the structure with rigid floor
Besides, Eurocode also pays attention to adequate torsional stiffness. It is
discussed more detailed in the chapter about the Russian standard.
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4.2.1.2. Regularity in elevation
The other set of requirements concerns building regular side-view. Again,
the focus is held on the masses and stiffness. Therefore, the demands for
regularity in elevation that are written in the section 4.2.3.3 concentrate on
a small variety in storey masses and bracing systems that go from the
foundation to the roof.
4.2.2 SNiP
In the Russian standards, there is only one generally adopted structural
simplicity criterion. Other requirements are not gathered upon one code
clause, so in this Thesis they will be dealt with in the chapters correspond-
ing to the relevant benefits given by them.
A building can be considered to be regular (in other words, to have a sim-
ple structural frame) if it satisfies the conditions given in the sub-chapter
5.3 of SP:
- First and second vibration modes of a structure are not torsional about
its vertical axis (an example of torsional form may be found below)
- Maximum and average values of lateral displacement at every floor do
not differ more than by 10% for all the lateral vibration modes of a
building.
- Period values for all the accounted vibration modes must differ at least
by 10%.
- The condition of 4.1 must be fulfilled.
- Satisfy the condition of the table 7.
- There are no large holes or openings in floor diaphragms that signifi-
cantly weaken their stiffness.
A brief explanation of the requirements should be provided. Most of them
are based on a so-called “modal analysis” that is clearly described in the
next chapter. Anyway, the reasons that may cause an undesirable outcome
and make a building irregular can be given here.
The first demand is actually the same as the clauses from 6 to 9 of 4.2.3.2
in EC8. These criteria are based on the comparison of building lateral and
torsional stiffness. The goal is to have the latter much bigger. As it is writ-
ten  in  the  Designers’  guide  to  EC8,  this  prevents  simultaneous  twisting
and a lateral response throughout an earthquake that is considered uncon-
trollable and dangerous. So, both standards may be used to perform a pre-
liminary check of each other. The guide authors also underline that there is
nothing to be afraid of if the lateral stiffening elements of the structure are
distributed as even as the mass. Unfortunately, this can be hardly ever
achieved in practice whereas these bracing members occupy quite much of
usable space. However, a designer may be almost sure that his building is
not regular if most of the lateral restraining system is concentrated near the
mass centre, as shown in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6 A frame with the first vibration mode being torsional
The second requirement means the estimation for the floor rigidity. In the
same manner as in Europe, it does not require doing a full seismic analy-
sis: the displacements are estimated from the modal analysis.
The criterion three will be discussed more in the analysis part. As for the
condition  4.1,  it  says  that  a  building  must  correspond to  the  ductility  re-
quirements that will also be explained later.
Table  7  of  SP determines  a  building  maximum height  with  respect  to  its
frame type.
4.3 Load combinations and seismic mass
4.3.1 Eurocode 8
Generally, the limit state system applied in both Russia and Europe in-
volves partial safety factors to account for the possible overload in reality
and to obtain the most inconvenient internal forces in members.
Nevertheless, during an earthquake the forces undergone by a building are
very dissimilar to those in everyday life. To account for this, Eurocode of-
fers special different load combinations for two purposes:
- Definition of building mass during an earthquake
- Combination of seismic actions with other forces
It is vital to describe the key distinction between the cases above. A seis-
mic effect on a structure depends directly on mass distribution inside it. In
other words, before the analysis is done it is required to assess the mass of
the building that will interact with a ground motion, so-called “seismic
mass”. Its estimation is given in 3.2.4 of EC8. The characteristic perma-
nent loads are combined with the quasi-permanent live load (Qk* ψ2), with
an additional reduction due to the non-rigid connection of mass to a sup-
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port, as written in Designers’ guide. To paraphrase, people are not glued to
a floor, which causes a dissimilar structural response during an earthquake
comparing to a concrete beam that is fixed to columns. The mass obtained
after this combination is the one that must be used in all the analysis types
described further to obtain a seismic action effect (4.3.1(10)).
The second case is needed after the ground motion effect on a structure
has been found with any of the analysis types below. This combination is
needed to obtain the internal forces in a member to be compared with their
resistance. To put it simply, this is the combination for the structural anal-
ysis  in  a  seismic  design  situation.  In  4.4.2.2  the  standard  refers  to  the
seismic combination according to EC1990. It involves the characteristic
dead load, the design seismic action and the quasi-permanent value of the
live load. In this case, the variable load Q is not anyhow reduced because
of its possible fixing to a structure.
4.3.2 SNiP
The Russian standard distinguishes the same situations for the load defini-
tion process.
Firstly, building mass that must be considered in modeling for seismic
force definition is discussed. The part 5.5 of SP refers to the clause 5.1 in
order to find out the mass. There the special combination factor nc (an
equivalent to ψ) is introduced for the design values of dead and live loads.
There is no necessity to explain the inequalities in the load classification in
the two standards, since one may find in “Building frame design” or “De-
signer’s handbook” (L. Mailyan, D. Mailyan, E. Lukashevic, U. Veselev,
G. Verzhbovskiy, V. Lagutin, L. Mailyan, A. Mailyan - “Designer’s hand-
book” «Справочник современного проектировщика»; V. Setkov, E.
Serbin – “Building frames design” «Строительные конструкции расчет
и проектироваие»).
In terms of this thesis, only the seismic case is taken into account. Stated
in SP20.13330.2011 (loads and combinations), this case belongs to the
special load combination type. As specified in the point 4.3, the partial
safety factor γ then is equal to 1. Besides, the part 5.5 of SP13.13330.2014
clarifies that only those loads which produce inertial mass must be consid-
ered. To say it simply, only the masses that rest on a structure (e.g. wind
should not be considered) must be considered, while the full list of the
loads to be neglected may be found in 5.1 of SP. A conclusion of every-
thing above will be the formula for building mass calculation according to
SNiP:
m=Gk+ Σ Qik*nc,i
Where the coefficient nc is taken from the table below (table 2 of SP). The
default combination factor ψ from the SP about load combinations is ne-
glected. Hopefully, one has noticed that the mass connection to the struc-
ture is accounted neither in the seismic mass definition, nor in seismic
combinations, in contrast with EC8.
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Table 2 Table 2 of SP
Load type Combination factor nc
Dead 0.9
Live long-term 0.8
Live short-term 0.5
To combine the earthquake effect with other components, the same rule is
followed. One must use the partial safety factor 1 and only the combina-
tion factor nc. Wind and thermal loads are also ignored. Concluding every-
thing from the previous paragraph, the design internal force in a member
FEd is equal to:
F= Gk+ Σ Qik*nc,i+AEd
Where A is the earthquake effect and is superpositioned in any direction.
4.4 Modeling
4.4.1 General provisions
4.4.1.1. Spatial versus planar model
In a construction design there is always a question of whether a spatial
(three-dimensional) or two several planar models should be used to obtain
internal member forces. Before the large variety of computer software be-
came available, there had always been a strong desire to limit the analysis
work to one 2D model in each horizontal direction.
In most cases that can be quite easily achieved, but not in the seismic one.
The reason comes from the possible torsion influence of an earthquake
which is not very simple to represent via planar analysis. Based on this, it
is vital to ensure a building uniform lateral displacement when affected by
an earthquake. So, it is not a surprise that in both codes there are particular
demands that a building must meet  in order to be analyzed in 2D.
According to Designers’ guide, in a planar model a structure is assumed to
consist of a number of plane frames connected by a rigid diaphragm. The
bracing elements that resist lateral forces in the perpendicular direction are
not modeled.
After everything above, one might have a reasonable question: is it worth
spending time on adjusting a building frame to the simplification criteria,
whereas nowadays even free FEM software is capable of performing a full
three dimensional analysis for a moderate building? Of course, there are
many opinions as usual. For example, the authors of Designers’ guide be-
lieve that 2D modeling for linear elastic analysis is “not worthwhile.”
From the other point of view, it is always a noble goal to achieve structur-
al simplicity for the causes described previously.
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4.4.1.2. FEM modeling
Whereas today 99% of analysis is done using computer programs based on
the finite element method, it becomes essential to clarify some possible
problems that a designer may face. In the both building codes there is said
nothing about it, since an engineer can choose the solving method by him-
self.
Firstly, the importance of joint regions must be underlined. This means
considering the eccentricity due to members connection. In other words,
keep in mind that a beam is usually connected to a column face, but not to
its neutral axis, thus causing a bending moment. Generally, it accounts all
the design situations, not only the seismic one. However, an earthquake
resistance is based mainly on a bracing system, so the aspect becomes
even more vital.
Various methods to account for the eccentricity have been proposed in
Designers’ guide and “Design of steel structures”. The most convenient is
to always model a rigid massless element between the neutral axes of
members and their actual ends, as it is illustrated in the Figure 7. (Luis
Simoes  da  Silav,  Rui  Simoes,  Helena  Gervasio  -  “Design  of  steel  struc-
tures”)
a)
b)
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Figure 7 Internal bending moment diagrams of a beam and a column connected to
each other  in  the  two ways:  a  -  with  an  idealized,  center-to-center  beam to
column connection. Bending moment occurs only in the beam; b - the beam
is attached to the column face, but not to the neutral axis. The distance from
the face to the centroid is connected with a rigid link. Now there is the -0.6
kN*m moment in the column.
Secondly, the usage of shell elements should be avoided. According to the
Designers’ guide, the main reason is that most of the detailing rules in the
standards were developed for prismatic beam elements. They do not take
into account, for example, a shear lag or shear deformations that are ob-
tained in the stress distribution of shell elements. For this reason, in case
of a concrete frame, it is quite desirable to design a floor as a rigid mem-
brane and model T-beams as line elements with linearly distributed loads
applied to them. Besides, the authors of “Design of steel structures” under-
line possible difficulties when connecting slab parts to beams if a compo-
site action is desired (most of the cases with T-beams). It will be required
to rigidly connect the nodes of shells to the beam ones.
The  third  point  comes  as  a  question  from the  second one.  Usually,  shell
elements  are  used  not  only  for  floors,  but  also  for  walls.  In  this  case  the
guide authors offer very easy solution by replacing a shell wall with a
huge beam element with the cross section of the wall in plan.
The offered way corresponds highly to the EC requirements and is a per-
fect representation of the elastic analysis method of walls according to
“Reinforced concrete design to Eurocodes”. Saying briefly, one way to de-
sign a RC wall in a conventional (non-seismic) situation is to assume elas-
tic stress distribution based on the same easy formulas that are applied to
beams. After the analysis different (shear, bending or even torsion) stress-
es are obtained and a huge cross-section is separated into one meter wide
parts that are treated as columns. (P.Bhatt, T.J. MacGinely, Ban Seng
Choo - “Reinforced concrete design to Eurocodes”)
This solution provides wide possibilities for the subsequent hand or other
software analysis. The wall beam must be divided into parts (with fixed
connection to each other, of course) between the stories. Nevertheless, no
one has ever made a staircase shaft without openings. To account a hole
location, a separate beam with the length equal to the opening height and a
net cross section of the shaft in plan is put in the middle. The connections
of other frame beams and a wall beam with an opening must be arranged
via rigid links in order to account torsion. An illustration of the method is
given in Figure 8.
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a)
b)
Figure 8 An example of replacing a shell staircase shaft containing an opening with a
set of beam elements: a – section shape visual representation is on, b – sec-
tion shapes are off to underline rigid links
One should also keep in mind that despite the easiness of this method it
does not represent local stresses around the area of a hole, so a separate
analysis based on the end forces and moments of the wall-beams should be
carried out to detail the reinforcement.
In addition to hole problems, locally concentrated moments from coupling
beams and the same kind of stresses caused by a wall connected to a foun-
dation slab need to be analyzed with different modeling method, for ex-
ample, strut and tie. A good description of local analysis of joints or holes
can be found in Narayanan and Beeby. (R.S. Narayanan and A. Beeby -
“Designers’ guide to EN1992-1-1 and EN1992-1-2”)
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4.4.2 Eurocode
EC8 offers plenty of modeling simplifications so as to encourage a de-
signer to keep a regular shape of a building. However, with the computer
software available nowadays these allowances may seem quite unneces-
sary. All the modeling demands are listed in the part 4.3.1, while their
brief explanation is provided in the next paragraphs.
Firstly, the standard allows the usage of two separate planar models for the
structures regular in plan and satisfying the criteria in 4.3.3.1(8). Currently
this may be useful only for a non-linear analysis that is not covered within
the thesis.
Secondly, the statement 4.3.1(6) obligates to account cracking in the stiff-
ness  of  all  the  load  bearing  elements  made  of  concrete  or  masonry.  The
main reason lies in the specific rules for energy dissipation that will be de-
scribed later. Those rules assume a ductile behavior with the yielding of
reinforcement. Therefore, the internal member forces in reality will be
based on concrete with the cracks corresponding to yielded steel. That is
quite contrary to the usual design, where Narayanan and Beeby advise us-
age of gross element attributes at ULS. Unless it is not achievable to esti-
mate this material property, the statement 4.3.1(7) allows accounting the
50% value of the initial concrete or masonry stiffness. In addition, torsion
rigidity must be treated carefully, since the diagonal cracks resulting from
twisting gradually reduce torque stiffness. Though it is not stated in EC8,
Designers’ guide recommends accounting a very small percentage of its
gross value. The authors of “Worked examples to EC8” used about 10% in
their calculations. Nevertheless, in a design earthquake situation (not
while the construction process itself, when not all the frame elements have
been assembled yet) torsion moments for beams happen quite rarely.
As a third point, the foundation deformability is vital according to the
clause 4.3.1(9) even if it has a positive influence on internal forces. In
practice it may be complicated to achieve if the foundation design is done
by another company. In case of pad footings, it may also lead to iterative
procedures. Usually, basement elasticity reduces the design forces from an
earthquake, resulting to smaller pads needed, which reduces the pressure
area on soil and increases deformability. Masses for the cases with rigid
floors may be lumped at their gravity centre.
Finally, EC8 offers one more simplification for designers. It distinguishes
a building frame into primary and secondary seismic elements. The latter
may not be taken into account in the analysis, unless their effect to the lat-
eral stiffness exceeds 15% of that from the primary members (4.4.2(4)).
The regulations for their detailing are given in 4.2.2 of the standard. Sec-
ondary elements are not obligated to correspond to the plenty of ductility
detailing rules (they are discussed in the relevant chapters). Anyway, they
must still be able to carry the gravity loads with accounted second order
effects resulting from the building deformation throughout an earthquake.
Unless a computer program is capable of disabling element stiffness dur-
ing the response calculation as it is described in Designers’ guide, a sepa-
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rate analysis might be necessary. This is how one more simplification
turns into additional work.
4.4.3 SNiP
The Russian standard in the clause 5.5 differentiates two possible types of
modeling that significantly influence the further analysis procedure. These
inequalities are stated in the relevant chapters of this thesis.
For the regular structures, it is allowed to use a so-called cantilever model.
A literal translation will give the term “console model”, which shows the
different terminology in the two languages. The main idea is that a whole
building is represented as a fixed-end column divided into stories that dis-
place laterally throughout a seismic activity. The illustrating picture from
SP is presented below in Figure 9.
Figure 9 A cantilever model of a building (SP 14.13330.2014)
Masses are allowed to be concentrated in the nodes of a “column,” in other
words, lumped at gravity centers of floors the same way it is advised in
Eurocodes.
Based on the further regulations concerning the seismic action direction
and analysis types, one may also use two separate planar models with this
method, though it is not stated in the standard.
However, there are obvious disadvantages in a cantilever-type model. First
of all, the analysis result will not give any torsion about vertical axis. Sec-
ondly, non-rigidity of floor diaphragms may cause various spatial dis-
placements. Therefore, the buildings with a high possibility of the effects
above (non-regular frames) must be designed using the spatial model.
The spatial model must account multi-directional deformations of a struc-
ture. Masses in that case should be applied to the nodes of the structural
members. In case of a vertical seismic action effect, it is needed to uni-
formly distribute the mass along beam elements in order to cause relevant
bending moments.
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In contrast with Eurocodes, the official guidance to the original SNiP al-
lows the usage of non-cracked (gross) concrete stiffness, although there
will be cracks at ultimate limit state (statement 3.25). However, in case of
a RC truss the tensile stiffness must be the one of the reinforcement, ignor-
ing concrete (clause 3.37).
In both cases the clause 5.10 obligates to account ground elasticity in a
structural model, disregarding whether the effect is favorable or unfavora-
ble.
5 DEFINITION OF ACTIONS ON STRUCTURE
It is common knowledge that in 99% of cases in structural design the line-
ar static analysis is used. Explaining this a bit more precisely, one defines
a magnitude of a force and applies it to a structure in full accordance with
the most simple mechanics laws. Generally, all the actions that are applied
to a building in reality, e.g. wind, imposed load or self-weight, act very
simply. Therefore, their magnitude and direction may be easily defined
based either on statistics or material  properties.  The results of the defini-
tion will correspond to actual life with a high precision.
Unfortunately, this is not the case when it comes to an earthquake. The
reason is that its nature differs quite much from snow or an imposed load.
The high magnitude of actions and vibration motion in addition to a very
rapid direction change make the usage of static analysis extremely diffi-
cult, whereas there occurs a notable contribution from a building frame it-
self.
This is why both standards propose various analysis types for structures
subjected to earthquakes. While different building frames produce an une-
qual response to this phenomenon, there are special requirements for every
analysis type. In this thesis, the explanation will be limited only to the lin-
ear analysis types, since they may be applied in most cases.
5.1 Eurocode
Eurocode 8 proposes four possible analysis types, which must be conven-
ient for every designer, since one is given the opportunity to choose be-
tween them. From the other side, there are certain requirements that a
structure must meet if an engineer wants to use a particular way of earth-
quake force definition. With this sort of limitation, the authors of Euro-
code want to encourage the usage of simple and generally adopted solu-
tions. The necessity of that was explained previously. In this project, only
the linear analysis methods will be described.
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5.1.1 Modal response spectrum analysis
5.1.2 General definition
In spite of many possible ways to determine the internal forces in mem-
bers, EC8 offers one reference solution that may be applied to all kind of
structures without any limitation. It is called the modal response spectrum
analysis.
CSI knowledge base defines it as “a linear-dynamic statistical analysis
method which measures the contribution from each natural mode of vibra-
tion to indicate the likely maximum seismic response of an essentially
elastic structure.”
The definition, however, does not describe what is done throughout this
procedure. In a few paragraphs below a short explanation is provided that
is based on the book “Designer’s guide to EC8.”
As a brief introduction, it is necessary to say that all the structures when
subjected to an earthquake motion from the ground tend to behave like a
very stiff inverted pendulum. In other words, it waves back and forward
with a certain frequency. This is called a structure’s “natural” or “funda-
mental” frequency and shape. The fundamental frequency is always the
lowest one. Nevertheless, almost every building has more than one vibra-
tion shape, as it is written in Wikipedia. For a complicated frame there is
quite a high opportunity of activating those shapes during an earthquake.
The figure 10 shows the first and second vibration mode shapes of a sim-
ple structure.
Figure 10 First and second vibrational modes of a simple structure
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seismic_analysis)
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The  process  of  definition  of  modal  shapes  and  frequencies  is  called  a
modal analysis. This is the first step of a modal response spectrum analy-
sis.
After all the required modes are obtained, an earthquake motion may final-
ly be applied to a structure. For this purpose a so-called “response spectra”
is used. It is a curve that represents any desired type of response, e.g. ac-
celeration, velocity of displacement, at a certain period. The examples of a
spectrum are given in Figure 11. It is essential to underline that the curve
represents not the ground motion, but the response of a single degree of
freedom structure to it.  In other words,  it  shows not the ground accelera-
tion, but the acceleration of a building subjected to an earthquake.
Figure 11 An example of acceleration response spectra
(http://www.isatsb.com/Seismic-Ground-Motion-Values.php)
To obtain a seismic action effect via a modal response spectrum analysis
for a vibration mode i, the following procedures are done:
- The acceleration Sa(T) value that corresponds to the frequency of the
mode i is taken.
- According to the period and acceleration, the spectral displacement
Sd(T) is obtained.
- The spectral displacement value is multiplied by the modal shape fac-
tor and modal participation factor (that accounts the mass) for the
mode i.
- The product above is a nodal displacement, according to that the in-
ternal forces in members are found.
This is vital to realize that in a MRS analysis the procedure is reverse
comparing to a usual static approach, where forces are applied to a mem-
ber and the displacements are calculated based on them.
As far as all the modes have a chance to exist in reality, this is required to
find the combination of them all, which will be the final magnitude to be
used in structural design. Unfortunately, it does not mean a simple sum-
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marization. In real life, an earthquake shock is a very rapid, short-time
phenomenon. This means that not all vibration modes occur at the same
moment. Therefore, a maximum possible effect due to their interaction is
searched for. There are several commonly-known rules to do that, and it is
up to a building code to choose between them.
5.1.3 Spectrum definition
As it was mentioned above, the seismic action in Eurocodes is represented
by an acceleration response spectrum. Initially, it is required to define a
so-called “elastic response spectrum”. The definition procedure is clearly
provided in the clauses of 3.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.3. Anyway, it would be wise to
provide here a short summary with additional commentaries.
An elastic response spectrum depends on the following factors:
- Design ground acceleration
- Soil factor
- Period limit values
- Curve shape
- Damping
Design ground acceleration is based on the reference one which is a major
characteristic of region seismicity and is given by local authorities. Con-
sequently it must be transferred to a design value via the simple proce-
dures described in the sub-chapter 3.2.1 of EC8.
When it comes to the soil, it should be noted that the reference ground ac-
celeration is measured on the rock soil  that  belongs to the type A soil  in
accordance with EC classification. For the other ground types the earth-
quake may be more damaging; therefore, the acceleration value is multi-
plied by the soil factor S. The ground type definitions are given in Table
3.1 of the standard. As for the factor itself, it can be chosen by national au-
thorities, though some recommended values are provided in EC8.
The period limits Tb, Tc and Td are usually described in national annexes,
too, but in case of their absence the recommended values are proposed.
Their purpose is to affect a spectrum shape.
In addition to that, a spectrum shape may also be proposed by the local au-
thorities. This is something that the soil factor and the period limit depend
on. Eurocode 8 offers two possible spectrum curves with the different fac-
tor values for each of them.
The reference value for the damping factor is 1 for 5% viscous damping,
which is quite rarely changed. Nevertheless, if a designer uses the value
other than 5%, the appropriate rules are given in the clause 3.2.2.2(3).
It is common knowledge that an earthquake is not singly directed. This is
why the standard obligates to separate the effect into components. Two
horizontal components must be represented by the same spectrum. The
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rules for defining a vertical elastic response spectrum (that, obviously,
must be used for the vertical component) are given in 3.2.2.3. These regu-
lations use separate vertical design ground acceleration and do not require
considering a soil type.
After an elastic response spectrum has been defined, the standard requires
an engineer to obtain a design one that may finally be used in a MRS
analysis.
Nowadays, the most popular global structural analysis type is linear elas-
tic, despite the wide range of computer software. However, for the ductile
material like steel it is extremely cost-ineffective not to account its plastic
capacity. For that purpose, various moment redistribution rules that allow
to partially utilize the plastic resistance of a cross section are written in the
relevant standards (EC1993-1-1 for steel and 1992-1-1 for reinforced con-
crete). These requirements help to produce cost-effective solutions while
staying in the range of global elastic analysis (L. Gardner, D.A. Nethercot
– “Designers’ guide to EN 1993-1-1”).
The same method is used for the seismic design. Since the MRS analysis
is a linear one, all the internal member forces obtained afterwards corre-
spond to the theory of elasticity. If they were the final values, the response
spectrum method would never be used by anyone because of the huge out
coming price for a structural frame.
This is why the definition of a design spectrum is required. Its main differ-
ence from an elastic one is the reduction of forces due to the plastic capac-
ity of a building frame. The outcome values will represent internal mem-
ber forces after plastic deformations of specific members that may be used
in the resistance verification.
However, it is vital that no stability failure occurs because of the excessive
plastic deformations in the members responsible for lateral stability. The
ability of a structure to undergo cycling variable plastic deformations
without collapsing is called its “energy dissipation capacity”.
The reduction factor due to that capacity is represented by the letter q and
is named “behavior factor” in EC8. Its value is obtained by meeting a set
of obligations, specific for every material. They all will be described in the
next chapters.
Besides this, the clause 4.4.2.2(1) clearly allows to use the moment redis-
tribution rules from EC3, 4 and 2 at the same time with the forces reduc-
tion due to the energy dissipation capacity.
As for the rules of decreasing the elastic response spectrum to the design
one, they are given in the sub-chapter 3.2.2.5. This is how the modal re-
sponse spectrum analysis allows to utilize the significant value of material
ductility while remaining linear.
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5.1.4 Vertical component of a seismic action
Generally, the vertical component of an earthquake effect is not taken into
account. The reason is that in most cases the axial stiffness of columns is
much larger than the lateral stiffness of a frame.
Therefore, Eurocode obligates to consider the vertical component only in
the cases when it causes significant bending stresses in beams. The rules
are described in the chapter 4.3.3.5.2.
Even  if  a  structure  has  some  elements  that  are  very  sensitive  to  up  and
down vibrations, the standard permits applying these effects only to them,
without the necessity to subject the whole building to the vertical compo-
nent (clause 4.3.3.5.2(3)).
5.1.5 EC8 requirements for MRS analysis
As it was stated above, this analysis type can be used for all structures.
However, there still are some rules for the analysis itself that are given in
the chapter 4.3.3.3 of the standard.
The chapter starts with the regulations for modal analysis that the further
effect determination will be based on. The principal criterion is the mini-
mum number of modes to be taken into account, which is stated in the
sub-chapter 4.3.3.3.1.
The Eurocode gives the following requirements that must be satisfied for a
modal analysis:
- the sum of the effective modal masses for the modes taken into ac-
count amounts to at least 90% of the total mass of the structure;
- all modes with effective modal masses greater than 5% of the total
mass are taken into account.
When it is impossible to satisfy the condition given, the standard offers a
simplified approach in the clause 4.3.3.3.1(5).
Whereas it is clear with the first criterion (one simply increases the num-
ber of modes until he reaches the 90% value), it might be quite complicat-
ed to find all the modes with the effective modal mass value higher than
5%.
The clauses of 4.3.3.3.2 specify the rules for the combination of effects of
all the modes considered. This is the “maximum possible effect” described
at the end of the clause 5.1.2 of this work. As for the code rules,  a brief
summarization is provided below, without a simple re-writing of the doc-
ument.
If the periods between every subsequent mode differ by more than 10%,
the  Square  Root  of  Sum  of  Squares  (SRSS)  may  be  used  to  obtain  the
maximum possible effect.
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On the contrary, in case of closely spaced periods the standard requires to
perform more accurate calculations, e.g. according to CQC-rule. CSI
online encyclopedia explains that it is necessary to account cross correla-
tion between mode shapes. Anyway, Designers’ guide gives a wise piece
of advice in his book: since nowadays calculations are performed with
computer software, this won’t be resource-consuming to use CQC rule in
all cases.
5.1.6 Accidental torsion effects
The final requirement for MRS analysis in EC8 considers the effects from
the accidental torsion eccentricity. The reason of this necessity is that there
will never be a perfectly symmetric structure in reality, so it is a must to
keep some degree of imperfection during a design procedure. According
to  CSI,  the  best  way  to  account  torsion  is  still  through  a  static  analysis.
Therefore, in the sub-chapter 4.3.3.3.3 there are the rules for applying tor-
sional effects on structure based on the lateral force method of analysis
(even  if  a  building  does  not  satisfy  the  requirements  for  it).  That  will  be
described below.
5.2 Lateral force method of analysis
5.2.1 Definition and requirements
Although it was underlined before that a seismic action should be obtained
by a dynamic analysis, there is still a possibility for a designer to use a lin-
ear static one.
In the chapter 4.3.3.2 Eurocode 8 offers a way to assess an earthquake ef-
fect on a structure by representing it as a set of lateral static forces. Obvi-
ously, this is not the most precise option, so it will not be a surprise to see
that a structural frame has to meet certain conditions which are defined in
the clauses of 4.3.3.2.1.
The main idea of Eurocode requirements is based on the structural sim-
plicity needed. To substitute such a difficult phenomenon as an earthquake
for a set of static forces, the building must not differ a lot from a simple
pendulum discussed above. The purpose is to minimize the effect from all
the modes other than the first while keeping the natural shape simple.
One may already notice that this method still requires performing a modal
analysis. Therefore, it makes hand calculations resource ineffective. To
eliminate this drawback, simplified rules for estimating a natural period
are proposed in the sub-chapter 4.3.3.2.2. As an outcome we get the meth-
od that is much simpler than a modal response spectrum analysis. It is
supposed to push a designer forward to structural simplicity.
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The low influence of subsequent modes is achieved by natural period limi-
tations. As for a natural shape simplification, the building is limited to be
regular in elevation.
5.2.2 Effect determination
The force obtaining process is clearly described in the sub-chapters
4.3.3.2.2 and 4.3.3.2.3. To say the main idea briefly, a design spectrum is
used to find the response acceleration value at a structure’s natural period.
Afterwards, it is multiplied by a design mass of a building during an
earthquake and a correction factor to obtain its modal mass. The product
equals to the total force applied to a building basement by an earthquake,
also known as “seismic base shear.”
The natural shape is considered to be simple and approximated by a set of
lateral displacements. The static force applied to every storey is found as a
relevant part of the total seismic base shear depending on a storey mass
and its height above basement or its modal displacement in the natural vi-
bration mode. One may observe a comparison of “simple” and “compli-
cated” natural shapes (based on the regularity in elevation) in Figure 12.
The first building is regular in elevation, while the all the mass of the sec-
ond one is located on its top with a varying storey lateral stiffness.
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a)
b)
Figure 12 a - simple natural mode shape; b - complicated natural mode shape because
structure main mass and stiffness is located on the top storey - seismic force
cannot be evaluated with a set of storey-lateral forces.
In some cases, a later force method may serve as a quick check of whether
the dynamic analysis was done correctly. A designer may have a good
sleep if the total seismic base shear found by the static approach does not
vary a lot from the MRS value of the first mode.
5.2.3 Combinations of seismic action components
Earlier it was mentioned that an earthquake effect must be divided into
components: 2 lateral (in structure’s X and Y direction) and, if needed, 1
vertical.
Although the standard requires to perform a separate structural analysis for
each of them, the final effect (that will be used for resistance check) must
be based on their simultaneous action according to the clause 4.3.3.5.1(1).
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The word “simultaneous” does not mean simply adding one to another
with a plus (or minus) sign.
For that purpose, various rules are given in the sub-chapter 4.3.3.5 not on-
ly for the two horizontal components, but for a case with a vertical one.
Commonly, the method given in 4.3.3.5(3) is used in real design projects
because of its simplicity and ease of application when it comes to software
calculations. One thing that is not mentioned in EC, is that a designer has
to create all kind of effect combinations with a plus and minus sign so as
to obtain the force in all the directions, which will lead to bi-directional re-
sistance check.
For the structures that are simple in plan with completely independent
bracing systems in the two main directions, the clause (8) permits to treat
the horizontal components separately, without estimating their simultane-
ous effect. The example of such a frame one can find in Figure 13. As it is
notable, the relevant action component does not cause any stresses in the
bracings of the other direction.
a)
b)
Figure 13 a - regular in plan building with the stresses from the seismic action compo-
nent in X direction; b - the same, but in Y direction
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5.3 SNiP
In the Russian standard it is stated nowhere what kind of analysis is used
to determine internal member forces due to an earthquake. Instead of that,
SNiP simply gives the formulae. However, the guidance for the original
SNiP II-7-81 introduces a clarification. The statement 2.4 makes one treat
a seismic effect as a static force. Based on the clause 5.5 it is allowed to
assume masses and forces concentrated on structure’s nodes (or on the
gravity centers of rigid floor slabs for a cantilever model).
At first, it is still necessary to perform a modal analysis. Secondly, accord-
ing to the expressions (1) and (2) of the mentioned sub-chapter, the design
seismic action effect (either force or moment) for a node in the mode i
should be found as follows:
Si=K0*K1*m*A*β*KΨ* ηk
Where all the K are various reliability coefficients, m is the mass of the
structure associated with the node, A is the ground acceleration, β is the
coefficient for period for the vibration mode i that depends on the curve
shape (see 5.3.1 of this work) and ηk is the modal shape coefficient (also
for the mode i). Most of the values are very easy to find, the only uncer-
tainty might occur with ηk. The formulae are given in 5.7 and 5.8.
a) For a spatial model:
Where l (from 1 to 3) is one of the 3 axis, j is the force direction (from
1 to 3 axial, from 4 to 6 moment about an axis); p indicates a node (n
is the total number of all the nodes); m is the mass (or mass inertia
moment); r is the cosine of the angle between action direction and the
axis l; U corresponds to the modal displacement (or rotation), whereas
k is the node for which the effect is calculated.
b) For a cantilever one:
In this case j is a node out of all the n nodes (floor gravity centers) and
X  stands  for  a  modal  displacement.  As  one  may  notice,  in  this  case
there is only one direction and the rotations are neglected. All the other
letters represent the same as for the spatial formula.
So, one can observe a variation of a lateral force method of analysis that
considers a certain number of vibration modes, but not only the first as in
EC8.
Fortunately, it is not necessary for a designer to do the manual calcula-
tions. The reason comes from the official explanatory note to SNiP that
was made by its authors. In that document it is clearly stated that the for-
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mulae above in practice represent exactly the same effect as a modal re-
sponse spectrum analysis.
5.3.1 Design spectrum definition
Nowadays, manual calculations may be found extremely seldom. This is a
logical consequence of very high spread of computer software. In most of
it, e.g. Autodesk RSA, a designer has to simply specify the reliability coef-
ficients, while the rest is done by the program. Nevertheless, a seismic de-
sign according to SNiP might be quite an exotic feature in a computer
program, whereas a modal response spectrum analysis is available almost
everywhere. For example, in Autodesk RSA2015 at this moment there is
no possibility to use earthquake design according to the latest SP.
This is why it is essential to explain how one can derive a design spectrum
by himself.
5.3.1.1. Ground acceleration
Design ground accelerations A in SNiP depends directly on the region
seismicity, defined previously. It equals 1, 2 and 4m/s2 for the site seis-
micity of 7, 8 and 9 degrees respectively (clause 5.5)
5.3.1.2. Reliability factors
The coefficient K0 is based on the building importance and can be found
in Table 3. Generally, it can be taken as 1 for the buildings of an average
importance.
The coefficient K1 depends on the plastic and damage capacity of a frame.
Basically,  it  has the same function as the behaviour factor q in EC8. It  is
found according to Table 4 of the current SP. The contractor has the right
to select the K1 value equal to 1 if he does not want the building to have
inelastic deformations or significant cracks.
As  for  KΨ, it accounts the shape of a building frame and is taken in ac-
cordance  with  Table  5  of  SP.  For  most  of  the  structures  it  is  1,  unless  a
building is too high and narrow in the plan (e.g. towers).
Table 3 Table 4 of SP14.13330.2014
Type of a structural frame K1
1. Frames with no damage or plastic deformations
allowed
1
2. Ductile frames where insignificant damages are
permitted with respect to people and equipment
safety made of:
Timber
Steel without vertical diagonal or dia-
phragm bracing system
Steel with the bracings listed above
0.15
0.25
0.22
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RC walls
RC blocks
RC frame without vertical  diagonal or di-
aphragm bracing system (moment resist-
ing frame)
The same as above, but with masonry in-
fill
RC frame with the bracings listed above
Masonry
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.3
0.4
3. Low-responsibility buildings 0.12
5.3.1.3. Curve shape factor
The factor β represents two possible spectrum curves. For the ground
types I and II the clause 5.6 tells to use the first shape, the other one is for
the soils III and IV. The spectrum shapes and the function of the factor can
be found in Figure 14.
Figure 14 Two possible spectrum shapes from SP.
Shape 1:
Shape 2:
But βi must always be more or equal than 0.8.
5.3.1.4. Design response spectrum formula
Based on everything above, one may use the following design spectrum in
computer software:
S(T)= K0*K1*A*β*KΨ
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For the vertical response spectrum, the coefficient KΨ must always be
equal to 1, and the whole spectrum is multiplied by the factor 0.75 (clause
5.12).
5.3.2 Requirements for modal analysis
According to the sub-chapter 5.9 of the standard, the minimum number of
modes to be taken into account should satisfy the following criteria:
- the sum of the effective modal masses for the modes taken into ac-
count amounts to at least 90% of the total mass of the structure for two
horizontal directions and 75% for the vertical one;
- all modes with effective modal masses greater than 5% of the total
mass are taken into account.
The combination of modal responses generally follows the same logic as
EC8. The clause 5.11 tells that when the periods of sequent modes differ
more than by 10%, the SRSS rule can be used. Otherwise, the correlation
of modes is considered with the formula:
Where ρi=2, if Ti+1/Ti >0.9; and ρi=0, if Ti+1/Ti <0.9
From this formula one can easily recognize the 10% combination method.
However, SP gives certain requirements for the signs of outcome internal
forces, as far as the combinations are quadratic. As specified in 5.11, the
signs must correspond to those from the modes with the maximum modal
mass involved. In most computer software, it is achieved through specify-
ing a main mode for each direction. Unless so, the signs are taken always
positive (because of squared values). It may result in having, e.g. both
truss chords in compression (while the truss is in bending), like in Figure
15. As far as in a computer analysis displacements are calculated first, this
does not anyhow affect a deformation shape (e.g. the shape of a bent truss
with both compression chords will still be curved as if the lower one was
in tension).
a) b)
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Figure 15 Stress state and deformation in the vertical truss. Red means compression,
yellow is for tension. a) – the direct values after a quadratic combination
were used; b) – the “main mode” was specified to define the sign of internal
forces.
Since an earthquake may have any direction in reality, different positive
and negative load combinations should always be specified in an analysis
program. Therefore, one will get all the members subjected to both tension
and compression values in different load cases. Generally, it is enough for
members check, so the rule may be ignored, unless there are certain condi-
tions described in the next sentences. The first one is when performing the
stability verification for foundations, in that case having an axial tension
and compression at the same time becomes vital. The second occurs when
an engineer has to apply a static lateral force in combination with the re-
sults  of  a  dynamic  analysis.  Usually,  the  only  force  of  this  type  is  wind
load which is ignored in seismic combinations. Therefore, this case is
quite rare.
Based on everything above, one is advised to use the described approach
even when doing a seismic design according to EC8, though in the Euro-
pean standard it is said nothing about it.
5.3.3 Torsion effects
As for the torsion effects, the sub-chapter 5.16 of SP requires their consid-
ering only for a cantilever model if any building dimension in a plan is
more than 30m.
The torsion is represented as a moment equal to the seismic shear multi-
plied by the eccentricity at least 0.1B, where B is the relevant building di-
mension in the plan. The necessity comes from the various locations of a
storey centers of mass and stiffness that is ignored in the calculation pro-
cess of a cantilever. In a spatial model it will be accounted automatically
and the standard does not demand any accidental eccentricity in addition
to an actual one, contrary to EC8. However, a designer might want to en-
sure some safety. For that purpose he may either use the method from Eu-
rocodes, or try to distribute loads unequally along the floor surface in pur-
pose to reach a high eccentricity between mass and stiffness centers. Un-
fortunately, some sources claim that this is not possible for the live load as
far as in both standards its quasi-permanent value is used which cannot be
changed due to favorability. This idea comes from the standard EN 1990,
where the favorable live load is multiplied by the partial factor γQ=0.
Since in the seismic combinations the partial factors γ are not used, tech-
nically, one must not consider favorability at all. In spite of that, the stand-
ards carry a vague responsibility for collapsed buildings, that is why it is
essential for an engineer to ignore some convenient rules and make a cou-
ple of analysis cases with all the live loads concentrated as far as possible
from the stiffness centre.
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5.3.4 Lateral force method of analysis
As it was earlier mentioned, SNiP does not distinguish its regulations for
different analysis types,  as it  is  done in Eurocodes.  However,  a plenty of
simplification procedures are offered. Below one may find a set of re-
quirements and regulations that allow him to determine internal forces in
members with no practical difference from the EC lateral force method of
analysis.
Firstly, a cantilever model must be used for the structural analysis.
Secondly, according to the clause 5.9 only the first vibration mode can be
considered if the structure corresponds to the regularity criteria and has a
natural period smaller or equal than 0.4s.
As the last criterion, a building must have five or fewer storeys, and their
mass  and  stiffness  must  not  differ  significantly  (almost  the  same  as  EC
regularity in elevation). This is due to the clause 5.8
These obligations lead to the following benefit:
The coefficient ηk is defined according to the formula 7:
In this case x stands for the distance of the mass to the top of the founda-
tion, while j and m mean the same as in the previous formula.
Therefore, the lateral force applied to a node based on the formula (2) and
re-written to replace various importance factors with the design spectrum
value is:
F=S(d)*m*xk*ηk
It is notable that an approach common to EC8 rules for a simple natural
mode shape is used.
5.3.5 Combination of seismic action components
The rules for the combination of the components are given in the clauses
of 5.3. According to them, the seismic action in reality may have any di-
rection (disregarding the axis vector of a structure).
Anyway, SNiP also offers some simplifications in this term. For the build-
ing frames that correspond to regularity criteria the standard allows not to
combine horizontal components. In this case, the earthquake force must
act separately along the structure’s two main lateral axes.
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For the buildings outside the regularity requirements an earthquake force
must not be divided into components, its spatial effect must be considered
in order to account a possible torsion and non-rigidity of floors. The direc-
tion of the resultant must cause the maximum possible internal forces in
structural members. In most cases, those can be obtained when applying
the force along the mean line of the two bracing systems (45 degrees in
case of orthogonal bracings).
When the vertical component is considered, it must always act at the same
time with the two (or each of them separately) horizontal ones.
5.3.6 Vertical component of a seismic action
SNiP follows the same logic as Eurocodes, so generally no vertical action
of an earthquake is considered. In the clause 5.4 one can find the cases
when it is vital (hence, accounted in calculations). The vertical component
must be considered in the design of:
- Any kind of cantilevers
- Span-elements of bridges
- Elements with the span of more than 24m
- Structure design against equilibrium loss
- Masonry buildings.
5.4 Non-structural elements
It is common knowledge that any building consists not only of a load bear-
ing frame. There may also be partitions, parapets and stair handlings.
These elements are usually considered non-structural and accounted in
modelling only by their self-weight. However, this is not the case with an
earthquake. The reason is that a seismic phenomenon applies lateral dy-
namic loads to everything that has mass. This is why even a partition wall
that does not carry anything during everyday life can get broken when
subjected to an earthquake. To avoid it, both standards introduce a verifi-
cation procedure.
5.4.1 Eurocode 8
In Europe, only the elements that can be dangerous for people or the build-
ing itself during an earthquake must be verified in a seismic design situa-
tion. In EC8, the whole chapter 4.3.5 is dedicated to provide needed in-
structions. The European norms demand an engineer to account non-
structural elements in the three following ways, depending on their im-
portance:
- Elements that may influence the dynamic response of a building must
be modelled with their connections.
- Parts that are of great importance have to be analyzed based on their
realistic dynamic model and appropriate design spectrum.
- All the other elements can be designed by applying a static force to
them as it is described further.
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The simplified procedure for the third type is written in 4.3.5.2 to 4.3.5.4.
These clauses demand applying a static force to the gravity centres of ele-
ments. One should also keep in mind the transmission of the force applied
to the main structure which is especially vital in case of fixing design. So,
the standard gives the following expression to determine an earthquake
force for non structural elements:
Where:
- γa is the importance factor from 4.3.5.3 (typically equals 1, unless an
element is dangerous either to people or to environment)
- q is the behaviour factor for the non-structural elements that is found
in 4.3.5.4 in a much simpler way than this factor for a design spectrum
- W is the weight of an element
- S is the seismic coefficient derived in 4.3.5.2(3). Its purpose is to per-
form a lateral force method of analysis for a non-bearing element with
only the first vibration mode accounted. The element is assumed to
rest on a moving tough (hard as the ground of A type) surface.
5.4.2 SNiP
In contrast to Eurocodes, the Russian standards do not specify any general
rules for all the type of non-structural elements. However, some typical
building parts belonging to this category must be designed to resist seis-
mic action. Based on the sub-chapters 5.12 to 5.14, the following design
methods are applicable:
- Partition walls, technical equipment joints and concrete panel joints
must be designed to resist a horizontal earthquake force defined by the
general formulae above. The value of βη is the same as for the relevant
building storey, but not less than 2.
- Secondary structures continuing upwards (e.g. parapets) with an in-
significant mass comparing to a building itself in addition to the joints
of  heavy objects  on  the  ground floor  (e.g.  monument  fixing)  have  to
be able to withstand the horizontal seismic action based on the general
formulae. But in this case the product of βη is always equal to 5.
- For the cantilever structures with a relatively small mass (for example,
balconies) must be designed for the vertical seismic action with the βη
value of 5. This is very convenient for a MRS analysis, because a de-
signer does not need to fully consider the vertical component that will
be added later as a simply calculated static force (but only if these
light cantilevers are the only components that must resist a vertical
earthquake impact).
6 VERIFICATION AT DIFFERENT LIMIT STATES
In both standards the limit state system is used. “Steel structures” define it
as the state of a structure during which it  is  not anymore suitable for us-
age. Though it is not directly related to the topic of this thesis, a short in-
troduction to the limit state systems in Europe and Russia will be given.
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Nowadays the most common limit states are ultimate and serviceability
states. In the previous chapter the damage limit state system was intro-
duced. It has many things in common with the second one.
In the Russian Federation one will find only two cases: 1st limit state and
the 2nd one. They mean exactly the same as the ultimate and serviceability
states respectively.
6.1 Europe
In Eurocode 8 the verification process demands are written in the part 4.4.
First of all, it is mentioned that no verification is allowed to be done if the
design lateral force from a non-seismic linear elastic situation is bigger
than that obtained via an earthquake analysis with the low behaviour fac-
tor. It is quite obvious, because internal member forces will not exceed the
resistance value that was chosen without considering the plastic capacity
of a material. Anyway, some general requirements still must be met as it is
stated in 4.4.1.
6.1.1 Ultimate limit state
The verification procedure must correspond to the fundamental design
equation Ed<Rd. Where Rd is the material resistance based on the relevant
parts  of  the  Eurocode  in  addition  to  specific  ductility  requirements  from
EC8.  As  for  the  effect,  it  is  represented  by  the  seismic  design  situation
force with second order effects accounted.
These effects (also called P-Δ effects) are usually obtained via a non-linear
analysis. However, the MRS method is strictly linear, so it cannot perform
the iterations necessary to obtain internal second order moments. This is
why the standard uses the same approach as material-specific Eurocodes,
which involves a simplified method.
As it is written in 4.4.2.2, the necessity to consider P-Δ deformations de-
pends directly on the ratio of the secondary moments from the occurred
eccentricities to the initial moments at a storey level. Resulting from how
small it is, various regulations (from performing a full second order analy-
sis to completely ignoring its impact) have to be obeyed. In practice this
means that in case of a high storey displacement a designer is capable of
selecting more stiff bracing elements that allows him to perform a simpli-
fied analysis. It must also be noted that no global initial imperfections ac-
cording to EC2 and EC3 are applied to a building.
Besides, a building must have adequate ductility as it will be described in
the next chapters, which allows reducing the characteristic elastic spec-
trum to a designed value.
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As one more obligation, EC8 introduces special rules for seismic joints
that may be found in 4.4.2.7 of the standard. The main idea is to limit the
displacements of nearby buildings so that no collision takes place.
6.1.2 Damage limitation state
Eurocode 8 determines the damage limit state as the limitation of an inter-
storey drift. One might notice the same logic as for the serviceability limit
state. At this limit state an earthquake with a higher return period must be
chosen, which means it will be weaker than a reference one. The reduction
factors and displacement limitation values may be obtained from 4.4.3.
6.2 SNiP
The Russian standard recommends checking building resistance through-
out an earthquake only at ULS (point 5.18). Anyway, in the same way as
in Eurocodes it is stated that a customer may give his own reason to check
SLS  and  an  undesirable  damage  or  deformation  of  certain  elements.  It
must be noted that the official guidance does not allow bending moment
redistribution in RC frames for non post-tensioned main beams (clause
3.73), contrary to EC8.
Besides, an additional safety factor for material resistance named “work-
ing condition coefficient” must be used at  ULS at the same time wilh all
other factors, including the working condition coefficient for an average
design situation (5.15). It is taken from Table 6 of SP.
6.2.1 Seismic joint requirements
In contrast to EC8, SNiP treats seismic joints in a more detailed way. Al-
most the whole sub chapter 6.1 is dedicated to this question. So, according
to the rules of SP the following summarizations can be made.
These kinds of joint becomes obligatory whenever a structure has a com-
plicated plan shape or nearby parts with the height inequality at least 5
meters and significant differences in mass or stiffness.
A seismic joint should typically be realized through twin frames or walls.
In addition, a reasonable gap width requirements are given in 6.1.6 to be
not less than the sum of design structural displacements of the nearby parts
with some minimal borders. One must keep in mind that the displacement
calculation follows exactly the same logic as EC8, which means that ac-
cording to Table 4 of SP the coefficient K1 (being an equivalent to a be-
havior factor in the European norms) for the deformation assessment must
be 1 in all cases.
A seismic joint is classified as a potentially dangerous structure, so it must
not exist at the building parts with a constant occupancy according to
6.1.2.
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7 SPECIFIC MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
7.1 Methods of energy dissipation
In the design spectrum definition part for both codes one faced the varia-
ble named “behavior factor” that accounts plastic capacity of a material.
While a building subjected to an earthquake force Fed cannot withstand it
based on the theory of elasticity, in reality the internal stresses in critical
regions will be lower for the reason of plastic deformations. For example,
if a diagonal bracing made of elastic-perfectly plastic material is attached
to a column and subjected to axial tension, the column will never have to
resist the force more than the plastic resistance of the diagonal: the force
physically cannot get bigger. No matter how strongly the bar is pulled, the
material will yield and the bracing will elongate, leaving the internal ten-
sion equal to the plastic resistance. If the bracing was elastic, the internal
stresses in the column would increase linearly. The modal response spec-
trum analysis assumes all the members perfectly elastic, while in reality
they are not, which is beneficially used in the seismic design. This phe-
nomenon is known as energy dissipation. There are plenty of ways to
achieve it, the method above (with plastic deformations) is called “energy
dissipation through material ductility.”
Both norms accept ductility as one possible way to reduce the design
seismic force, as stated in 4.1 of SP and 2.2.2 of EC8. Other methods, e.g.
base isolation, are outside the scope of this thesis because any building
may be designed based on the ductility requirements.
Sometimes, the energy dissipation factor allows a designer to reduce the
seismic force by more than three times.  For sure,  no one has ever seen a
beam that is three times stronger in plastic resistance comparing to the
elastic one. According to “Steel Structures”, a rectangular solid section
made of a ductile material can resist only 1.5 times more moment than the
same beam if it was brittle. (U. Kudishin, E. Belenya, V. Ignatyeva, A.
Pukhovskyi,  G. Vedenikov, B. Uvarov, S.  Astryab, V. Val’,  U. Sokolov,
T. Morachevskiy, D. Streletskiy - “Steel structures” «Металлические
конструкции»)
This is why it is obligatory to ensure that during an earthquake a building
will develop plenty of plastic hinges to reach a plastic mechanism. The
more plastic hinges are needed for a mechanism, the greater amount of en-
ergy will dissipate in them.
The conclusion of this sub-chapter may be the following: it is not enough
to use a material which can develop plasticity in order to reduce a seismic
force. A frame must meet the ductility requirements to ensure that there
will be enough plastic deformations in reality. These demands in EC8 and
SNiP will be explained further.
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7.2 Soft-storey mechanism
There is one general method to maximize the amount of plastic hinges. In
multi-storey frames inelastic deformations must occur only in bracing el-
ements  or  beams,  but  not  in  columns.  The  reason  is  that  if  columns  fail,
the mechanism may be locked within one storey. Therefore the building
will  have  not  too  many  plastic  hinges.  This  kind  of  a  mechanism  where
plastic hinges develop only in columns is called “soft-storey.” One will
find its illustration and comparison to bracing-failure mechanism in the
Figure 16. As it is notable, the number of plastic hinges can be much big-
ger when the bracing elements yield and the columns remain elastic.
a) b)
Figure 16 Different failure mechanisms for a moment resisting frame: a – bracing ele-
ments failure, b – soft-storey mechanism.
(http://www.luxinzheng.net/publication1/PF_THU.htm)
Figure 17 A soft-storey mechanism example
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_story_building)
As one can see in Figure 17, bracing failure demands many more plastic
hinges and the number needed increases with number of floors. This
means a lot of energy will be dissipated if a designer is capable of avoid-
ing the other failure.
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This is why Eurocode forbids a soft-storey mechanism in the clause
4.4.2.3 of EC8. As for SNiP, it only recommends avoiding it in the state-
ments 6.8.1 of SP and 3.63 of the guidance to the original SNiP.
7.3 General requirements for structural frames
Independently of the material used, the two building codes introduce vari-
ous demands for structural frames.
7.3.1 EC8
In Eurocode there is only one fundamental equation (number 4.29) that
must be satisfied for all joints of primary seismic beams and columns at all
storeys except the last one:
෍ܯோ௖ ≥ 1.3෍ܯோ௕
Where ΣMRc is the sum of moment resistance of columns framing the joint
and ΣMRb is the same for beams.
This is the general way to prevent a soft-storey failure.
7.3.1.1. Capacity design of members
From the previous chapter it can be understood that it is desirable for one
structural member (a beam) to fail before the other (a column). In that case
the resistance of the latter has to be bigger. This approach is called “capac-
ity  design”  and  is  the  main  one  used  in  Eurocodes  to  ensure  a  building
ductile behaviour. Columns are capacity designed to be able to carry the
load while the beam has already failed.
Unfortunately, an engineer faces the fundamental problem of structural
design when using this method. One is able to calculate Mrd of a beam,
but the formulae from Eurocode involves plenty of safety factors. This
means that in reality a beam may be much stronger than estimated by cal-
culations. Usually, it is a great advantage, but not in the seismic case. So, a
designer cannot be sure that a beam actually fails before the column. Alt-
hough equal safety factors are used, they may correspond to reality in case
of a vertical member and be too much on the safe side for the beam.
For that purpose EC8 removes all the safety factors for the dissipative el-
ements, because they are expected to reach the limit first. The values for
the non-dissipative ones stay the same. Moreover, even characteristic val-
ues for materials correspond to 95% of overestimation. This is why it is
wise to take the resistance of dissipative members even bigger than char-
acteristic values. This makes a designer totally sure that plastic defor-
mations (failure) will take place at the desired location.
All the rules above are written particularly for every material and frame
type in the relevant section of EC8. As a conclusion from here, a designer
must remember the following: since energy dissipation is required to hap-
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pen through a certain ductile behaviour, e.g. flexural bending, at a certain
location, e.g. beams, all the other members and failure modes, e.g. shear,
must be prevented by the rules of capacity design.
7.3.2 SNiP
SP  has  plenty  of  advice  and  regulations  when  it  comes  to  the  building
frame. However, most of them have “detailing” meaning containing the
rules for e.g. maximum building height depending on the frame type. All
the rules are simply written in the sub-chapters 6.1-6.7 of SP. Neverthe-
less, there are some recommendations, especially in the official guidance
that promote to the energy dissipation through ductility, besides the de-
mands written in 7.2 of this thesis.
Clauses 6.92 and 6.84 of SNiP obligate to locate prefabricated column
joints at a position of low bending moment values. Although in a calcula-
tion model a column is uniform and solid along its height, which means
that joints are supposed to rigidly connect one prefabricated element to
another, at a construction site errors are more likely than at a workshop. If
it is possible, the standard encourages a single prefabricated column to
cover as many floors as possible. This prevents accidental occurrence of a
soft-storey mechanism.
7.4 Reinforced concrete structures
7.4.1 Eurocode 8
The whole chapter 5 of the European norms is dedicated to the design and
detailing of reinforced concrete structures. All the rules are clearly ex-
plained in 140 pages of the document. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary
repetition  of  all  the  expressions,  within  this  thesis  only  the  basic  infor-
mation is provided. As a result a reader will have the image of RC struc-
tures behavior under earthquake conditions, which helps him to approach
the particular rules with a sufficient degree of understanding.
7.4.1.1. Frame types
Concrete as a material is an extremely convenient material because it al-
lows an endless number of various geometric shapes to be used in ele-
ments. Therefore, energy may be dissipated not only in prismatic mem-
bers, but also in other elements like walls. So, the standard distinguishes
the following frame types with different requirements for each of them:
a) frame system
b) dual system (either frame or wall equivalent)
c) ductile wall system (coupled or uncoupled)
d) system of large lightly reinforced walls
e) inverted pendulum systems
f) torsionally flexible system
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These are illustrated in Figure 18.
a) b)
c) d)
e)
Figure 18 Different load resisting systems
(http://www.johnmartin.com/earthquakes/eqshow/images/64701417.GIF;
http://www3.nd.edu/~concrete/research_files/Precast_Coupling_beams_for_
walls_files/precastcoupling1.pdf;
ttp://www.nexus.globalquakemodel.org/gem-building-
taxonomy/overview/glossary/moment-frame--lfm)
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Every type has its own behavior factor and a building can be classified
separately into its two main orthogonal directions, which is very conven-
ient for portal frames. However, it cannot be done for the last type because
the earthquake effect in that case is quite spatial.
A building is considered to have the frame lateral resisting system if at
least 65% of the total seismic base shear is resisted by spatial frames, e.g.
moment connections of beams and columns. The energy is dissipated in
the plastic hinges of beams according to the general rule to prevent the
soft-storey mechanism.
A ductile wall system is one where 65% or more of the seismic base shear
is counteracted by ductile walls. It can be coupled, if most of the wall-
resistance is governed by the so-called “coupled walls” or uncoupled re-
spectively. If two or more single walls are connected uniformly along their
height  with  special  beams and  this  results  in  the  reduction  of  the  sum of
the wall base bending moments by at least 25% comparing to the case
without those beams, the walls are considered coupled. An example can be
found in Figure 18, case c). The plastic hinges need to be formed at the
base of walls and in coupling beams, if there are any.
A dual system represents the combination of the two above, when the val-
ues are between 35% and 65% for both frames and walls. It can be a wall
or frame equivalent, depending on whether most of the base shear is re-
sisted by walls or frames respectively.
As for the system of large lightly reinforced walls, the standard defines it
as “a wall system if, in the horizontal direction of interest, it comprises at
least two walls with a horizontal dimension of not less than 4,0 m or 2hw/3,
whichever is less, which collectively support at least 20% of the total
gravity load from above in the seismic design situation, and has a funda-
mental period, for assumed fixity at the base against rotation, less than or
equal to 0,5 s.” This differs a great deal from all the other ones because of
its energy dissipation method. In the walls mentioned, it is achieved not
through a ductile behavior, but via their large stiffness. Being almost rigid
large  walls  are  able  to  temporarily  uplift  the  mass  resting  on  them  and
transform the earthquake energy to the potential one of that mass. The rest
is dissipated by soil.
An inverted pendulum frame has more than half of the total mass located
at the highest third of a building.
A building is considered torsionally flexible if it does not satisfy the ex-
pression 4.1b from EC8 which is a part of regularity in the plan criteria.
7.4.1.2. Ductility classes
In a usual design situation an engineer has the opportunity to optimize the
ratio of steel to concrete so as to create cost-effective solutions. For earth-
quake conditions Eurocodes also give a possibility to choose between a
high reduction of a design seismic action accompanied by the plenty of de-
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tailing rules up to leaving the spectrum value in an elastic range and pay-
ing no attention to dissipative behavior at all.
The division is achieved via so-called “ductility classes”. In total, there are
three of them: low, medium and high (DCL, DCM and DCH respectively).
The higher the class, the less will be the earthquake effect, but a designer
will have to use more reinforcement and concern many rules. The docu-
ment introduces the ductility types in Chapter 5.2.1 and provides various
detailing rules for each of them.
It is always up to an engineer to choose the degree of energy dissipation,
anyway EC8 does not recommend the DCL-approach for buildings except
in low-seismicity regions.
7.4.1.3. Behavior factor definition
From the design point of view, the main goal of the detailing for ductility
is to reduce an earthquake effect with a behavior factor q. For RC struc-
tures it is defined based on 5.2.2.2 by the following expression:
ݍ = ݍ଴݇௪ ≥ 1.5
Where qo is the basic behavior factor and the coefficient kw defined by
5.2.2.2(11) is needed only for wall and torsionally flexible systems. Its
purpose  is  to  ensure  a  sufficient  wall  slenderness,  so  that  flexural  defor-
mations develop.
The basic values are obtained according to Table 4:
Table 4 The values of qo
For the buildings that are non-regular in elevation the table value must be
reduced by 20%.
The final q value can reach the magnitude of 6 with the help of the ratio of
αu to  α1, defined in the sub-clauses (4) to (8). Alpha coefficients are the
values that one multiplies by the design seismic action so as to obtain: the
first plastic hinge for α1; a plastic mechanism for αu.
The previous procedure looks quite laborious, because besides iterations, a
non-linear  analysis  must  be  used.  The  amount  of  work  may  be  cost-
ineffective, so the document offers simplification methods in the sub-
clauses mentioned. The result depends on the building regularity in the
plan.
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A reader may also notice the minimum value of 1.5 that is considered rea-
sonable due to a high probability of greater material capacity and usual
rounding of needed reinforcement value. (Michael N. Fardis, Eduardo
Carvalho, Amr Elnashai,  Ezio Faccioll,  Paolo Pinto,  Andre Plumier “De-
signers’ guide to Eurocode 8: design of structures for earthquake re-
sistance”)
7.4.1.4. Possible material overstrength
Concluded  from the  capacity  design  philosophy,  it  is  on  the  safe  side  to
consider a material stronger than its characteristic value. For that purpose
the document introduces a special factor γRd. This is only one coefficient,
but  it  accounts  several  phenomena,  such  as  strain  hardening  of  steel  and
the 95% exceedance of a characteristic value. The magnitude depends on
the formula and a ductility class needed. For DCM it varies between 1 and
1.1, whereas for DCH the value of 1.3 can be stated.
7.4.1.5. Capacity design of RC members
Most of the pages of EC8 chapter 5 are devoted to the capacity design in
order for the plastic deformations to locate at the places of interest for eve-
ry frame type, while preventing other failure modes during the dissipation
process.
Firstly,  the  document  determines  to  avoid  the  shear  failure  of  RC  ele-
ments.  As  it  was  stated  previously,  the  best  way  to  dissipate  energy  is
through flexure. In the case of a steel member, plastic shear deformations
may also be useful, since beam elements are mostly done from the profiles
non-susceptible to shear buckling. Unfortunately, it cannot be arranged
with concrete because the material is extremely brittle. Although RC ele-
ments comprise transverse reinforcement, the cycling nature of an earth-
quake effect gives a potential danger of crushing the concrete in compres-
sion. (Michael N. Fardis, Eduardo Carvalho, Amr Elnashai, Ezio Faccioll,
Paolo  Pinto,  Andre  Plumier  “Designers’  guide  to  Eurocode  8:  design  of
structures for earthquake resistance”)
So, it is necessary that dissipative members do not fail in the shear manner
not only in a seismic design situation, but also during the formation of
plastic hinges. When a frame is subjected to lateral loads, in a beam con-
nected  rigidly  to  a  column  opposite  bending  moments  develop  at  beam
ends, resulting in a constant shear force throughout the beam, as illustrated
in Figure 19.
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a) b)
Figure 19 Internal forces due to lateral load: a – shear force, b – bending moment
So, the goal for primary seismic beams is to withstand the shear resulting
from gravity loads and moments at beam ends. The moments obviously
are taken to be the plastic capacity of a section multiplied by an over-
strength factor. In the document this situation is described in 5.4.2.2.
Even more dangerous situation occurs for primary seismic columns. Be-
sides avoiding plastic hinges, they have to withstand the shear stress from
the joint that are shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20 Shear force in a column due to a moment connection (EN1998-1)
The main danger of this phenomenon is that it is not covered by the FEM
analysis of beam-elements, because they are represented as lines without
an actual cross section. So the clause 5.5.2.3 introduces the method to es-
timate it manually. However, it is needed only for DCH. For all other clas-
ses the resulting shear is assumed to be resisted enough by general ductili-
ty detailing rules.
In addition to bar-members, walls must also be much stronger in shear
than in bending. Moreover, when a plastic hinge occurs at a wall base,
shear forces might increase for the reason of bigger lateral forces, causing
a plastic hinge formation. The rules are given in 5.4.2.4 to account that.
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Besides, for slender walls it is agreed to consider the effect of higher
modes. As one can see in Figure 10 of this thesis, the second mode creates
shear forces that are distributed less uniformly along the height. So, it is
assumed to replace the design shear force diagram (envelope) with the one
in Figure 21 below:
Figure 21 Assumed shear force distribution for slender walls (EN1998-1)
One more criterion is the obvious need of only certain frame types to satis-
fy the fundamental equation 4.29 for preventing the soft-storey mecha-
nism. Since for wall systems it is desired to dissipate energy in the base-
ment, it is purposeless to design columns against the soft-storey failure
manner: they are not primary seismic members. The full list of capacity-
design requirements is written in 5.2.3.3 of EC8.
7.4.1.6. Material requirements
Obviously, not all the materials manufactured nowadays are able to pro-
vide a sufficient ductility. This is why to ensure a needed number of plas-
tic deformations without a fracture or brittle failure, the standard introduc-
es specific obligations for concrete and reinforcing steel used in manufac-
turing of primary seismic elements.
As it was stated earlier, the demands depend directly on the ductility class
of a building. For example, for DCL the only requirement is the usage of
B or C class of reinforcing steel, while DCH approach will need concrete
class at least C20/25 and reinforcing steel of class C, which has the best
elongation at ultimate stress. All the rules are specified in the paragraphs
of EC8 devoted to a relevant ductility class design.
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7.4.2 SNiP
The Russian building code introduces a lot of obligations for RC frames in
addition to typical solutions in the official guidance. All can be found in
6.7 and 6.8 of SP. In this thesis only the demands that contribute to energy
dissipation will be observed, with the links to relevant clauses of the
standard afterwards.
7.4.2.1. Frame arrangement and types
In contrast to the European norms, SNiP does not offer that much variety
in lateral force resisting systems paying more attention to the elements that
a building is made of. Within this thesis only moment resisting frames,
frames with bracings and pure wall systems (they can be found in Figure
22) will be covered, since the rest involve mostly masonry prefabricated-
elements. In the second type the bracings can be arranged via diagonal
bars or shear walls (diaphragms).
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 22 a  –  moment  resisting  frame,  b  –  frame with  bracings,  c  –  pure  wall  system
(http://www.nexus.globalquakemodel.org/gem-building-
taxonomy/overview/glossary/moment-frame--lfm)
The behavior factors differ for all three kinds, so do the requirements. An-
yway, there are general regulations for planning that encourage the ductile
response of a building.
At first, the clause 6.8.1 forbids the buildings with more than 9 floors to
consist of a moment resisting frame, bracing elements must be provided.
In my opinion, this is needed to maintain small lateral deformations. The
reason is that in the Russian standards no global second order effects are
accounted  (even  for  a  usual  design  situation).  So,  the  only  way  to  limit
their impact is to ensure that a building is horizontally stiff enough, which
is difficult to be achieved in tall moment resisting buildings.
Secondly, when the stiffness of the first floor is smaller than others, the
standards recommend make the columns of steel.
7.4.2.2. Rules for moment resisting frames and frames with bracing
elements
The regulations below help to achieve the required energy dissipation ca-
pacity and are obligatory for both moment resisting buildings and frames
with walls or diagonal bracings.
7.4.2.2.1. Rotational capacity of a section
As it was stated earlier, the only way to dissipate energy in reinforced
concrete  structures  is  through  flexure.  This  is  why  elements  with  plastic
hinges must have an adequate rotational capacity, which is governed by
the standard.
At first, the relative height ξR of compression zone in sections subjected to
bending must be limited in accordance with the usual design rules of the
current SP about RC structures. Besides, the limit value must be decreased
by multiplying it by the safety coefficients 0.85, 0.7 and 0.5 for the site
seismicity of 7, 8 and 9 degrees respectively. The demand aims to prevent
concrete reaching its ultimate strain by keeping the neutral axis position
higher than usual. This prepares a section for greater rotations in reality
than assumed during the design stage. However, if the analysis is non-
linear the requirement should be ignored, as far as the rotations and plastic
capacity will already be accounted. (6.7.2)
Secondly, the reinforcement must also have an adequate elongation limit
so as not to fracture during an element rotation. Besides the allowed rebar
classes described in 6.7.3-6.7.7, there is also the demand for all the rein-
forcement to have an ultimate strain not less than 2.5%.
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7.4.2.2.2. Additional anchorage and lapping requirements
It has always been the biggest problem in RC structures to ensure a correct
ending of rebars in order for them to adequately transform axial forces. So,
one will not be surprised to see that anchorage for energy dissipation ele-
ments needs to withstand higher forces to allow a sufficient plastic defor-
mation in members.
When the design seismicity is 9 degrees, rebars with the diameter of more
than 28mm cannot be used without special anchorage devices. It is a
common knowledge that large-diameter bars are difficult to be anchored.
(6.7.8)
Whenever the rebars are arranged by tying stirrups, the latter must be an-
chored by bending their ends around longitudinal bars towards the gravity
center of a section. The continuing distance after the bent must be at least
6 times the diameter of a stirrup. (6.7.11)
Lapping of longitudinal reinforcement without welding is allowed; how-
ever, it must correspond to extra demands:
- The bar diameter must be less than 20mm
- When the design seismicity is 9 degrees, special anchorage devices
should be provided
- The design lap length according to the current RC-SNiP is increased
by 30%
- In the lapping zone transverse reinforcement must be provided with
the spacing not more than 8 times the diameter of a rebar.
- Not more than 50% of tensile reinforcement is  allowed to lap within
one section.
- Prefabricated columns with the length up to 10.7m must consist of sol-
id longitudinal bars without any lapping or welding.
- In prefabricated columns lapping is totally forbidden.
When lapping is not allowed, the transmission of forces between reinforc-
ing can be arranged via welding. At first, it is necessary to introduce the
desired method of welding. For usual, non-seismic buildings bars are
commonly lapped and then welded. This is not the best way for an earth-
quake case, since a big rotational capacity is required for energy dissipa-
tion. Therefore, most of the examples in the official guidance recommend
so-called “bath welding”, when bars are placed inside a special bracket
and melted metal is poured inside. It is illustrated in Figure 23. It provides
a better welding quality comparing to a usual method. (6.7.12)
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a)
b)
Figure 23 a – bath welding; b – usual lap welding
(http://www.gosthelp.ru/text/svarkametallokonstrukciji.html;
http://www.zaopkti.spb.ru/services07_416.html)
7.4.2.2.3. Capacity design against shear failure and stirrup arrangement
In the same manner as in Eurocodes, the Russian standards pay attention
to preventing a shear failure of elements.  Although the philosophy of ca-
pacity design is not introduced and methods offered look more like con-
struction solutions.
The clause 6.8.8 encourages to pay more attention to the joint zones in
moment-resisting frames. The reason is that dissipation will take place
there, so an additional shear reinforcement (Figure 24) must be provided
to avoid an undesirable failure. The standard limits the spacing of stirrups
to 100mm or 200mm for the frames with bearing diaphragms. This rule
ends after the distance of 1.5h, where h is a member depth.
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Figure 24 Additional shear reinforcement in the joint zones
SNiP, however, does not give any regulations for the joint shear resistance
needed to withstand the stress caused by tension and compression of the
attached beam in bending. The approach is assumed not to differ from the
one used in a usual design situation. Anyway, this can always be checked
with the method given in 3.78 of the official guidance (Figure 25).
Figure 25 Internal forces in the joint regions (official guidance illustration)
Obviously, stirrups are used not only for resisting shear forces, but also to
prevent  compression  reinforcement  buckling.  Of  course,  in  the  seismic
situation the real compression strain will exceed the design value. There-
fore, extra rules to prevent that are given. The standard demands to ac-
count them only for the elements where compressed steel is accounted. In
spite of that, ignoring the compression rebars in calculations does not pro-
tect them from buckling in reality. So, it will be a good idea to follow the
requirements below in all the members where the reinforcing steel may get
compressed.
When the design seismicity is 8 or 9 degrees, stirrup spacing must be lim-
ited to not more than:
- The least of 400mm, or 12d for tied stirrups and 15d for welded ones,
when the design resistance of steel is less than 450MPa
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- 300mm, 10d for tied and 12d for welded, when the design resistance
of steel is more than 450MPa
- For  all  the  steel  types  the  spacing  of  stirrups  in  columns  of  moment
resisting frames does not exceed 0.5h
- In braced buildings the previous rule for columns apply with the value
of 1*h, where h is the smallest dimension of column cross-section.
The minimum stirrup diameter is 8mm in the last two cases.
In all cases d means the least diameter out of all compressed rebars.
(6.7.9)
If the reinforcement ratio exceeds 3%, the stirrup spacing is limited to the
least of 8d or 250mm.
7.4.2.3. Specific rules for braced frames
The regulations below have to be satisfied in addition to the general rules
above.
Firstly, the definition of a frame with bracings is given. In such frames
columns must not represent more than 50% of lateral stiffness on every
floor. The reason is that the behavior factor for such frames reduces the
seismic action more than for moment-resisting ones. So, it must be assured
that enough energy will dissipate in these bracings.
Lateral force resistant walls must be arranged in both orthogonal direc-
tions, symmetrically with respect to building mass center. Therefore, it
should be at least two walls for each direction that are not located in the
same plane. They have to continue along the whole frame height, although
it is allowed to reduce the size at top storeys. The reason is that a seismic
shear decreases from building basement. However, the stiffness difference
must not be more than 20% between sequent floors. (6.8.9)
7.4.2.4. Specific rules for pure wall systems
In the section 6.11 SP defines these buildings as ones where at every sto-
rey at least 80% of stiffness is achieved with wall elements. In the same
manner as in EC8, one may observe the best behavior factor for these sys-
tems.
A designer may find the regulations for wall systems in the sub chapter
6.11. Again, most of them are construction requirements and only a few
help to achieve energy dissipation.
Firstly, lapping rules are not that strict for wall elements comparing to
moment resisting bars. Lapping is allowed for the bars less than 20mm in
diameter. The lapping length does not need to be increased comparing to
the usual design rules. When the seismicity is 9 degrees, special anchorage
devices must be used. (6.11.10)
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All the storeys must have their stiffness not less than 50% of a storey be-
low. (6.11.2)
To ensure a sufficient number of inelastic deformations, in buildings with
bearing external walls there should be at least two shear walls at any direc-
tion. (6.11.3)
7.5 Steel structures
7.5.1 Eurocode
The European standard gives specific rules for steel buildings in the sec-
tion  6.  Again,  it  is  unnecessary  to  simply  list  them all,  so  only  the  basic
idea is provided. After this, a designer is capable of following the re-
quirements of the code.
7.5.1.1. Frame types and ductility classes
Eurocode 8 treats steel structures in the same way as concrete ones. Build-
ings are differentiated based on the method they resist lateral forces. The
standard introduces the following frame types:
a) Moment-resisting frames
b) Frames with concentric bracings
c) Frames with eccentric bracings
d) Inverted pendulum structures
e) Structures with concrete walls
f) Moment resisting frames with infills
g) Combinations of moment resisting frames with concentric bracings
In the moment resisting frames horizontal forces are counteracted by
beams in bending that are connected to columns with the ability to transfer
moments.
Buildings with concentric bracings dissipate energy with the help of plas-
tic deformations mainly in tension diagonals. For the compression ones
the dissipation is also possible, however, in most cases prevented by buck-
ling.
The third building type involves bracing elements connected with an ec-
centricity to a main chord centerline that results in secondary bending
moments in the chord, as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26 Eccentric connection of bracings (http://web.iku.edu.tr/courses/insaat/ce007/)
The chord zone between the bracing elements is called a seismic link. This
is the place where dissipation takes place, while the horizontal forces are
still resisted by bracings themselves.
As for the type d),  it  does not anyhow differ from the one defined in the
previous chapter about concrete. The three last kinds represent the combi-
nations of earlier described solutions.
Within this thesis only certain types will be covered in details, since they
alone cover all the basic concepts of a building behavior during an earth-
quake. All the other kinds do not differ significantly, so a reader does not
need any additional information besides that written in the relevant parts
of EC8.
When it  comes to the ductility classes,  one does not find any differences
comparing to RC-structures. The approaches are described in 6.1.2 of
EC8, though they mainly repeat the sentences of the previous chapter. In a
similar manner, an engineer is capable of choosing the degree of ductility
by himself. More dissipative behavior will reduce the design seismic
force, but requires more careful detailing (and, probably, more of expen-
sive welding operations) for a capacity design that is chosen to lock plastic
deformations at desired places.
7.5.1.2. Behavior factors
In purpose to reduce an earthquake effect Eurocodes introduce the behav-
ior factor q that depends on a frame type and ductility class as described in
the part 6.3.2. The factors for the steel buildings are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5 Behavior factors q for steel buildings
Again the buildings not regular in elevation are penalized with 20% q re-
duction. As for the alpha values, they are obtained in the same way as for
RC structures. The method can be time-ineffective for the specialists non-
familiar with the pushover analysis type. Therefore, a simplified definition
is given, too.
7.5.1.3. Material overstrength
Steel is an alloy that is significantly more uniform than other materials.
Moreover, all the elements are manufactured in factories, which allows a
more precise estimation of the real material strength, but not characteristic
one that corresponds to the 95% possibility of non-exceedance. This re-
sults into various procedures for the capacity design. As it was written ear-
lier, this approach must consider the actual strength of a material in dissi-
pative members. For steel buildings the standard allows to rely on the re-
sults of testing according to 6.2. Nevertheless, in the absence of specific
measures, the standard introduces the partial factor ߛov=1.25 that is multi-
plied by 1.1.
7.5.1.4. Capacity design of moment-resisting frames
In the buildings with moment-resistant connections (Figure 27) the energy
is assumed to dissipate either in beams or in the joints. Therefore, connec-
tions are not obligated to be fully rigid. Partial strength connections can
also undergo sufficient plastic deformations involving, for example, an
end-plate in bending or plate shear.
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Figure 27 Moment resisting steel frame (http://www.allstructure.com/projects.htm)
Despite whether the dissipation takes place in beams or columns, the main
idea is to satisfy the fundamental equation 4.29 to avoid the soft-storey
failure.
Although steel is capable of working well in plastic shear deformations,
moment resisting frames are assumed to reduce the design earthquake
force through flexure. That means that a shear and axial failure must be
prevented in addition to lateral torsional buckling. For that purpose the
part 6.6.2 of the standard limits the usage ratio (FEd/FRd) of relevant failure
components.
When a designer is sure that only a bending plastic failure is possible in
primary seismic beams, it is necessary to take care of columns. The rules
are provided in 6.6.3.
All  the  primary  columns  must  have  enough extra  capacity.  It  is  obtained
by multiplying the usage ratio of the beams joining the column by the ma-
terial overstrength factor. In addition, shear forces in the column web re-
sulting from a moment connection are also taken into account, as it is done
in RC-structures.
When it comes to connections, it is needed to decide if they are dissipative
or not. For the second case EC8 obligates to provide enough bearing ca-
pacity taking into consideration a possibly stronger material in attached
beams  (6.5.5).  But  if  an  engineer  wants  to  allow  plastic  deformations  in
joints he has to ensure a sufficient rotational capacity in full accordance
with 6.6.4.
7.5.1.5. Frames with concentric bracings
In the buildings where lateral stability is governed by diagonal bars con-
nected either in the centerlines of load-bearing elements, or with the ec-
centricity allowed in EC1993-1-8, the design seismic action is reduced via
plastic deformations in tension diagonals. Unfortunately, it is hardly ever
possible to involve the compression ones for the reason of flexural buck-
ling. Only if the slenderness of diagonal bars does not exceed the limit
value from EC3 6.3.1.2(4), it can be designed only for the cross-section
resistance. Therefore, it may contribute to energy dissipation. (Michael N.
Fardis, Eduardo Carvalho, Amr Elnashai, Ezio Faccioll, Paolo Pinto, An-
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dre  Plumier  “Designers’  guide  to  Eurocode  8:  design  of  structures  for
earthquake resistance”)
The rules for these buildings are presented in 6.7. Obviously, they do not
need to conform to the fundamental equation 4.29 about moment re-
sistance of beams and columns. Anyway, this is a more difficult case be-
cause now beams, columns and connections have to avoid failure while
bracings undergo plastic deformations.
Firstly, a reader may observe in Figure 28 various kinds of bracing ar-
rangements, each of them has specific requirements to be followed.
a)
b)
c)
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d)
Figure 28 Various types of diagonal bracings
(https://courses.cit.cornell.edu/arch262/notes/07b.html;
https://courses.cit.cornell.edu/arch262/notes/07b.html;
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-107442737/stock-photo-cross-bracing-of-
steel-structure.html; https://www.sfsa.org/tutorials/castconnex/SCC_02.htm)
On Figure 28 above: a stands for X-bracings, b means V or “chevron”
bracings, c stands for simple diagonal bracings and d for K-bracings.
The general approach is to consider only tension diagonals during a struc-
tural analysis, because buckled compression ones will not contribute to the
lateral stiffness at all. For this reason, K bracings are strictly forbidden be-
cause they cannot work without compression bars - lateral forces will be
resisted by moments in columns, which is potentially dangerous.
Nevertheless, V-bracings are allowed. Although they have the same draw-
back as K-ones, the possible plastic hinges will occur in beams that is
much safer. Anyway, the dissipation still takes place only in the diagonals,
no flexural effect of beams should be relied on. This is why for V-bracings
the standard obligates to model both tension and compression bars, with
the latter resisting all the compression in a design seismic situation.
While the tension bars undergo plastic deformations, beams and columns
have to stay within their bearing capacity. This is achieved with the help
of 6.7.4. First of all, a designer must ignore the contribution of diagonals
to the resistance of gravity loads, as far as they will certainly buckle, only
beams and columns must be considered. Secondly, the usage ratio for
bracings multiplied by their possible material overstrength should be
smaller than the one of the elements they are connected to. After yielding
of diagonals, there will be no increase in the internal forces of beams and
columns, so the lateral stability won’t be lost.
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7.5.1.6. Frames with eccentric bracings
When the diagonal bars are connected eccentrically, shear forces and
bending  moments  result  in  the  seismic  links  (Figure  29).  This  allows  to
dissipate energy inside them, while the bracings are assumed to remain
elastic and be capacity designed against failure together with beams and
columns. The rules are provided in Chapter 6.8 of the standard.
Based on them, seismic links are distinguished into three categories ac-
cording to their length: short, long and intermediate. This results into vari-
ous  way of  energy  dissipation  that  will  affect  the  capacity  design.  In  the
short links the main ductile deformations happen through shear, in the
long ones through bending, while the last is the combination of them.
Figure 29 A seismic link example, Photo from AISC Steel Tip "Seismic Design Prac-
tice for Eccentrically Braced Frames", R. Becker and M. Ishler
Eurocodes give the formulae to define the resistance of a link in shear and
bending that depend on the design value of axial force. The classification
of length is based upon the ratio of moment to shear resistance.
In addition, there are the regulations for detailing on a link zone that re-
quire providing an adequate amount of web stiffeners as a reader may see
in the Figure 29. This is needed to avoid transverse buckling of the web in
a seismic link, allowing the desired plastic deformations to happen before
other failures.
When it comes to non-dissipative members, there are a lot of them to be
capacity designed: diagonal bars, beams (outside the region of a seismic
link), and columns. However, such difficulty is well rewarded with a quite
high value of a behavior factor. The formulae to prevent an early failure of
non-dissipative elements is quite similar to the one about concentric brac-
ings, but the usage ratio is now taken for seismic links with respect wheth-
er they are long (moment resistance is taken) or short (shear capacity is
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analyzed). In addition, the same overstrength must be acquired by the
connection of links.
7.5.2 SNiP
The Russian norms differentiate steel structures into moment resisting
frames and braced ones. An interesting fact is that the behavior factor is
better for the latter, despite the fact that flexure provides a better energy
dissipation. In concrete buildings there is the same situation, but it can be
reasoned by the presence of shear walls that work a lot in bending.
The rules for steel construction a can be found in the section 6.9. Contrary
to RC structures, most of them have an obvious goal to enlarge the ductili-
ty of a frame.
7.5.2.1. General rules
SNiP starts with special requirements for the material used. It is not a sur-
prise that these regulations apply only to the dissipative members. In their
design only low-carbon steel with an ultimate strain at least 20% must be
used. Obviously, this is needed for large plastic deformations without a
fracture. (6.9.5)
The standard also allows to use different lateral resistance methods in the
two building directions. In other words, stability in Y direction may be as-
sured by a column fixed connection while in X there can be diagonal brac-
ings. In that case bracing bars in X direction must be arranged in all rows
of  columns.  (6.9.6)  There  are,  however,  some  questions  with  a  behavior
factor in this case. For the buildings analyzed separately in the two or-
thogonal directions different design spectra can be used, whereas for spa-
tial models it is not possible. SP does not give any rules about it, so this is
up to a designer to select the factor.
7.5.2.2. Moment-resisting frames
For moment-resisting systems all the columns must be made of sections
with an equal slenderness of the two main axes. According to “Steel struc-
tures”,  in  case  of  an  I  profile  the  width  has  to  be  equal  to  two times  the
height of the cross section as to acquire an equal second moment of area.
Therefore, only closed sections like tubes or square hollow sections are al-
lowed. (6.9.1). This rule concerns only the buildings that have moment re-
sisting connections providing a lateral stability in all directions. As for the
combined systems like, for example, portal frames, opened sections such
as I-beams are not forbidden.
In rigid beam-to-column joints regions web stiffeners should be provided
for columns as shown in Figure 30. The required thickness is calculated
based on the general rules for plate elements. Nevertheless, the official
guidance gives the minimum thickness defined by the formula:
t = (0,1÷1,2) tw, b, where tw, b is the thickness of the beam web.
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Figure 30 Column stiffeners arrangement
It is notable that installing this kind of plate inside a cold-formed tube will
cause plenty of additional work comparing to a welded column.
The clause 6.9.2 insists on avoiding plastic deformations in joint regions,
which  differs  significantly  from  Eurocodes.  Anyway,  their  response  to  a
cycling inelastic behavior has not been studied enough, so it is more relia-
ble to locate dissipation regions in beams.
In the official guidance statement 3.83 the soft–storey mechanism is strict-
ly prohibited. But the document itself, as one may read in the beginning, is
not obligatory.
Besides, the guidance also uses the capacity design in the same clause. It
recommends providing the joint resistance itself bigger than the plastic re-
sistance of the attached beam. One must keep in mind that this approach
does not concern strain hardening, so it is always good to add extra capaci-
ty to a joint.
To avoid unreasonably thick welds, it is recommended to enlarge the pro-
file width in joint zones as shown in Figure 31. (6.9.4)
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Figure 31 Reducing normal stresses in a fixed beam-to-column connection: a – increas-
ing the beam width, б – axial stress diagram for the beam upper flange
While in Eurocodes the rotational capacity of an elemet is represented by a
cross-section class, in Russia the limiting of the slenderness of section el-
ements is used. Whereas in a seismic case large deformations are ex-
pected, the slenderness of the web and flanges is governed by the follow-
ing rules applied to dissipative members (main beams):
- hw/tw<=50
- for the outstand flanges c/t<=0.25tඥܧ/ܴ௬, where c and t stand for the
same as  in  EC3-1-1  table  for  the  cross  section  classes  and  Ry is  the
design yield strength.
7.5.2.3. Braced frames
For the buildings with diagonal bracings I and cross profiles are not for-
bidden to be used as columns. Unfortunately, one will not find any regula-
tions for these buildings in SP. So, to ensure a ductile response of a struc-
ture a designer has to apply the official guidance.
The clause 3.83 recommends using special energy-dissipation devices for
diagonal bracings. For example, a ring-energy dissipater, tube-energy dis-
sipater or beam-energy dissipater.
It must be noted that no one forbids to assume dissipation in the diagonals
themselves, although no rules for their detailing are given.
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8 CONCLUSION
Both standards have proved to be reliable by many years of practice. This
means that the methods given correspond to the reality to a sufficient ex-
tent. Anyway, there is one principal difference between the two standards.
In general, Eurocode 8 has demonstrated to be more “user-friendly”. In all
the chapters before actual formulas and regulations there are the descrip-
tions of methods used, which a designer may use as keywords if he wants
to acquire additional background. This is something that SNiP lacks. In
the Russian standard one will rarely find the purpose of a requirement. So,
to  use  it  safely  an  engineer  has  to  apply  for  other  sources,  e.g.  official
guidance.
Besides, one more inequality is caused by the previous. Providing enough
background, EC8 gives many more alternatives allowing one to regulate
the design process. This is quite notable after taking a look at various duc-
tility classes, or possible structural analysis types. In SNiP alternations are
always based on simplifications and have the purpose not to give the op-
portunity to choose, but to ensure safe and conventional structural solu-
tions.
Anyhow, the main drawback of SNiP for a non-experienced engineer is
clearly visible after the structural analysis phase. SP offers quite high re-
duction of a design seismic action due to possible plastic deformations and
does not link it with ductility requirements.
Nevertheless, it is vital to give a reader the correct goal of this conclusion,
which is different from writing a list of advantages and drawbacks of the
building codes. The main aim is that a reader will have an adequate as-
sessment of his own skills and be able to match them with the background
needed for both standards. The sentences above form a brief image of
what a designer will face. Obviously, design in Russia demands a signifi-
cantly higher level of understanding in order to ensure safety. This is why
it is recommended to firstly get acquainted with plenty of additional
sources like the official guidance or, as an alternative, Eurocode 8.
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Appendix 1
Seismic design of a steel structure
Building introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to show in practice most of the things written above. A
picture of the analyzed building is presented further.
a)  b)
Figure 32 Analyzed building: a) – front view; b) – side view
This is a coal-silo located in Chile. Initially it was designed and analyzed for an earth-
quake resistance using American standards. Therefore, one may notice some aspects not
common for a design in Europe: for instance, the angle of bracings which is less than
30o. The structural arrangement was not changed, unless it was needed for the purposes
of the seismic design, but this will be specified later.
The frame is divided into three parts with a varying structural purpose: supporting steel
frame, silo tanks (three big ones for coal and a small one for bio-content) and gallery on
top of them.
Loads
The building is quite specific, so the loads cannot be defined from EN 1990. All of them
were given by the customer.
Dead load
Description Magnitude Location
Self weight of handrails, grat-
ings, etc.
0.5 kN/m2 Platforms under coal and bio
silo
Secondary structures in the
gallery
28 kg/m2=0.28 kN/m2 Gallery roof
15 kg/m2=0.15 kN/m2 Gallery walls
40 kg/m2=0.4 kN/m2 Gallery floor
Belt 85kg/m=0.85kN/m Gallery
Pulley 563kg=5.63kN Galley
Coal conveyor bridge 25500kg=255kN Gallery
Bio conveyor bridge 13700kg=137kN Top of the bio silo
Tripper in the gallery 9000kg=90kN Any point in the gallery
Coal silo content 864000kg*3=8640kN*3 Coal silo
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Bio silo content 33300kg=333kN Bio silo
Live load
Description Magnitude Location
Imposed load 3 kN/m2 Platforms  under  coal  and  bio
silo
Maintenance loads 1500 kg/m2=15kN/m2 Gallery floor
100kg/m2=1kN/m2 Gallery roof
Conveyor bridges live load 53kN Gallery
32kN Top of the bio silo
Wind load is not the case of interest according to 5.1 of the latest SP and the combina-
tion factor ψ0=0 in EN1990.
Modeling
Modeling and analysis was done in Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional
2012. Columns, beams and bracings were modeled as prismatic beam elements. Based
on 4.3.1(2)  of  EC8,  the  beams were  offset  from the  columns  with  very  stiff,  massless
beam elements to account eccentricity. The beams have pinned joints with columns and
the latter are rigidly connected to the foundation. The clause 6.3.1(3) of EC8 forbids the
usage of K bracings, so they were replaced with the V-ones. Although in SNiP it is not
said anywhere about possible bracing types, the same changes were still applied in order
to ensure an equal stiffness of each row of columns.
The silos were not modeled as shell structures – not for the reasons described in 4.4.1.2
of this work, that apply mostly to concrete. This was done to avoid unnecessary compli-
cated modeling that may cause errors and have a negative effect on analysis results.
Instead of that, the behavior of the silo-structure was described by a contractor. Accord-
ing to his explanations, a huge steel cross-section (6000x47.5) was selected for the
beam elements that represent coal silos in the model. Big beams were braced with rigid
elements in order to obtain the same dynamic properties (e.g. natural frequency) as the
complicated shell-beam structure of a coal silo. The bio-silo was modeled with a huge
beam-element too.
The mass on the gallery roof is really insignificant, it will have a small effect on the
gallery walls structure. Therefore, the gallery was included only as nodal masses on top
of the coal-silo beams. This ensures the same effect on the supporting structure caused
by an earthquake.
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a)  b)
c)
Figure 33 Initial analysis model in Robot: a) – front view; b) – side view; c) rigid mass-
less beams to account joint eccentricity.
According to the clause 6.1.2 of SP, this structure must be separated with a seismic joint
for the reason of a significant mass difference between the coal silos and the bio-tank.
Leaving the building unseparated will result in the following deformation shape:
Figure 34 Natural mode shape of the initial model, tio view.
Independently of the design code, this shape will result in the internal forces that are
quite difficult to be resisted by generally adopted structural solutions. This is why in
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both cases the structure has a seismic joint, by dublicating the row of columns between
the coal silos and the bio tank.
a) b)
Figure 35 Final model: a) Coal silo structurally independend unit; b) Bio silo inde-
pendend unit. Units are separated with a seismic joint
The critical unit is, of course, the one with three silos, it will be used as the example of
seismic design.
Both standards obligate to account ground elasticity. In most cases it has a positive in-
fluence on the results, in other words, reduces the internal forces. Therefore, in this case
to stay on the safe side it was neglected and the supports are fully rigid.
As for the X-bracings, clause 6.7.2(2) of the standard obligates to account only tension
diagonals throughout the analysis. In robot, there is a feature to make a truss-element
resist only tension or compression force, but this method uses iterations, sequently, is
non-linear. The MRS analysis is linear, so one will not obtain correct results. The only
way  to  fulfill  the  demand  of  the  code  is  to  simply  delete  compression  bars  from  the
analysis model. This makes a designer to create at least two models: one with the ten-
sion diagonals in each direction, to evaluate the seismic response in both positive and
negative sides.
Eurocode 8 design
Modal analysis
As it  was said in 5.3.3 of this thesis,  it  is  always a must to consider possible torsional
response of a structure. For example, the case when only one silo (e.g. the right one) is
full with coal and other stay empty can be fatal during an earthquake because of enor-
mous mass. Though it is not said in any standards, this situation must be considered. So,
in both cases (SniP and Eurocode), there were three models to be analyzed and de-
signed: bio silo unit, coal silo unit with all the silos filled with coal, coal silo unit with
only one side silo containing coal while others were empty. In addition, the location of
the tripper on top of the gallery is not fixed, so, in the eccentric (torsional) case it is
placed on top of the filled, side silo.
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Figure 36 Torsion case load arrangement. Plenty of mass concentrated on the right silo
will cause a torsional response when the ground moves perpendicular to the
plane of the page
To obtain the seismic mass that is accounted in the modal analysis, the rules given in
3.2.4(2) of EC8 were used. Based on EN 1991-1-1 classification, the building belongs
to the category E1, so the value φ equals to 1 (table 4.2 of EC8). The standard EN 1990
gives the value ψ2=0.8. So, the final part of the live load to be considered in analysis is:
Qk* ψE=Qk*0.8*1.
The self-weight (including mass of the coal) was taken as a characteristic value. The
limit for mass participation is 90%, no vertical component of seismic action is needed to
be considered according to 4.3.3.5.2 of the standard.
Accidental torsional eccentricity
The  rule  from  5.1.6  of  this  work  that  introduces  the  accidental  eccentricity  through  a
static force application is only one possible option, suitable for manual (hand) design.
The other way, also not forbidden by the standard is to account it directly throughout a
modal analysis. In most of the software, there is such a function, e.g. in Robot it is pos-
sible to specify the relative eccentricity by an automatic addition of nodal masses. This
is how it was accounted in our case, the value of 5% was input.
The results of the modal analysis are presented below, only two modes were needed to
reach the 90% value of mass participation in the directions of interest for the usual case
and three modes were needed for the case with torsion.
Case with three full silos:
Case Mode
Frequency
(Hz)
Period
(sec)
Rel.mas.UX
(%)
Rel.mas.UY
(%)
Rel.mas.UZ
(%)
6 1 0.58 1.72 0 95.24 0
6 2 0.86 1.16 97.2 95.25 0
Case with only right silo filled with coal:
Case Mode
Frequency
(Hz)
Period
(sec)
Rel.mas.UX
(%)
Rel.mas.UY
(%)
Rel.mas.UZ
(%)
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6 1 0.74 1.35 0.01 87.72 0
6 2 1.22 0.82 96.57 87.74 0.04
6 3 1.78 0.56 96.6 93.93 0.04
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 37 Natural mode shapes: a – case with 3 silos full; b – top view. A small rotation
is caused by the accidental eccentricity of 5%; c – case with only right silo
full; d – top view.
Design spectrum definition
Based on NCh433-1996 (Chilean norms), the building rests on the soil of type 2, that
corresponds to the type B class in EC8. The reference ground acceleration on the
ground type a agR=3.924m/s2. The second shape of the spectrum was selected.
Based  on  4.2.3.2  and   4.2.3.3  of  EC8,  the  structures  (each  of  the  two  units)  are  non-
regular in a plan (due to the absence of the floor diaphragms) and elevation (because of
most of the mass concentrated on the top storey). This was accounted in the behavior
factor selection.
Behavior factor
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The unit with coal silos resists lateral forces mainly by diagonal V-bracings. The duc-
tility class chosen is DCH.
The factor q was chosen using Table 6.2 of Eurocode 8.
The behavior factor was reduced by 20% because of non-regularity in elevation
(6.3.2(2)). So, the final q-value equals to:
q=2.5*0.8=2
Elastic response spectrum
At first,  the elastic response spectrum was defined based on the rules of 3.2.2.2 of the
standard. The recommended values of T were selected. The building has a usual im-
portance level, so the reference return period is used and the factor γI=1. So, the design
ground acceleration is equal to the reference one.
Figure 38 Horizontal elastic response spectrum
Design response spectrum
To obtain the curve used in the MRS analysis, the elastic spectrum was reduced with the
factor q. The reduction was done according to 3.2.2.5 of the code. As one may notice
below, the shape of the spectrum became different.
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b)
Design response spectrums: a) behavior factor equal to 2; b) comparison.
Modal response spectrum analysis results
A good way to check whether the analysis has been done correctly is to check the
resulting base shear in the main direction (the direction of the building drift in the
natural mode) – it should be approximately equal to the mass of the structure multiplied
by the acceleration value for the natural period. The mass of the building with three full
silos is 3656.14t. So, the base shear for the first mode of the MRS analysis in the
direction of the building inclination in the natural shape should be:
3656.14t*103*0.7848m/s2=2869.4kN. The analysis has shown the value of 2682kN. The
difference occurs because not all the mass participated in the natural mode, so the
results should be acceptable. The results are listed further. To obtain the maximum
possible effect accroding to 4.3.3.3.2 of Eurocode 8, the CQC rule was used: the
summarization is done by the software, so no simplifications are needed.
Three full silos
Direction of analysis Seismic base shear (CQC)
Y 2682kN
X 5052kN
Torsional case
Direction of analysis Seismic base shear (CQC)
Y 2001
X 3622
Horizontal seismic actions were combined using the rules of 4.3.3.5.1(3) of EC8. The
main modes were specified to return the internal effects positive or negative signs lost
during quadratic CQC combinations. In both cases, it was the main mode 1 for Y
direction and main mode 2 for X.
Seismic combinations
Earthquake effects were combined with other actions based on the rules of 6.4.3.4 of
EN1990:
Gk+Qk*ψ2+Ed, where ψ2=0.8 for the category E and Ed is the design earthquake effect.
One may observe the deformation in the most dangerous combinations (when the
seismic effect direction is the same as the direction of the accidental torsion
eccentricity) below:
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a) b)
c) d)
Deformation  in  the  seismic  design  situation:  case  with  all  silos  full,  a  –  first  seismic
combination (Ed=Ex+0.3Ey); b – second seismic combination (Ed=0.3*Ex+Ey); torsion
case, c – first combination; d – second combination.
Both cases will be checked for all the limit states. But for the capacity design of beams
and columns it is needed to determine the most dangerous one. In the figures with
deformation shapes it is obvious that the most axial force will come on the upper-right
column, so its internal forces are compared. It must be noted that it is a critical column
only under the specified combinations, but in reality an earthquake will act in both
directions, so the columns and bracings will be arranged with a perfect symmetry in a
plan and have identical sections and materials.
a)
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b)
c)
d)
Figure 39 Internal forces in the critical column: a/b – case with three full silos; c/d –
torsion case.
For the reason of higher internal forces, the case with three full silos will be used for the
capacity design of beams and columns. All the cases will be checked at ULS and DLS.
Damage limitation state check
The building is checked at a damage limit state using the rules given in 4.4.3 of the
code. The goal is to limit the damage caused by an earthquake with the lower return
period: a weaker one, because strong catastrophies happen more seldom.
The building certainly has brittle technical equipment attached to it, so the interstorey
drift is restricted as specified in 4.4.3.2(1) a). The importance class is assumed to be II,
so the recommended value of v is 0.5. The storey drifts were assessed using the ”struc-
tural storeys” feature in Robot, afterwards multiplied by the behavior factor as demand-
ed in 4.3.4 of EC8. The results are listed below.
Three silos full:
Damage
limitation
state q 2 v 0.5
Storey h d X d Y dr*v X dr*v Y limit
1 9.3 0.014 0.015 0.014 0.015 0.0465
2 7.4 0.017 0.014 0.017 0.014 0.037
3 7.9 0.014 0.016 0.014 0.016 0.0395
Torsion case:
Damage q 2 v 0.5
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limitation
state
Storey h d X d Y dr*v X dr*v Y limit
1 9.3 0.01 0.011 0.01 0.011 0.0465
2 7.4 0.013 0.01 0.013 0.01 0.037
3 7.9 0.011 0.01 0.011 0.01 0.0395
Second order effects
Obviously, it is more convenient to design a structure without considering the second
order effects. The clause 4.4.2.2(2) allows that if they cause the moment less than 0.1 of
the first order bending. The verification procedure is listed further.
Three silos full:
Storey Ptot Vtot X Vtot Y d X d Y h Tetta X Tetta Y
1 34554.72 5037 2697 0.015 0.018 9.3 0.02213 0.049596
2 33769.92 5002 2680 0.017 0.02 7.4 0.031019 0.068112
3 33010.8 4909 2642 0.016 0.019 7.9 0.027239 0.060101
Torsion case:
Storey Ptot Vtot X Vtot Y d X d Y h Tetta X Tetta Y
1 34554.72 3590 2188 0.01 0.011 9.3 0.0207 0.037359
2 33769.92 3540 2146 0.013 0.01 7.4 0.033517 0.04253
3 33010.8 3410 2059 0.011 0.01 7.9 0.026959 0.040588
In both cases ratio θ is smaller that 0.1, therefore, no second order effects need to be
accounted.
Energy dissipation concept
In the seismic design, the acceleration values for the spectrum were reduced with the
behavior factor. This means that when the base shear exceeds the design value during a
real earthquake (it definitely will), plastic deformations will develop in certain members
that will stop the internal force increasing in other ones. In other words – if you attach
an ealstic-perfectly plastic beam to a column and start pulling it, the column will never
have to resist the force more than A*fy (A is the cross section area of the beam).
So, it it necessary to explain how our building reduces the design internal forces in its
bearing elements. The energy dissipation takes place in tension diagonal bars, the com-
pression ones will certainly buckle. Beams and columns are capacity designed, so that
they are able to withstand that A*fy force, with respect to the strain hardening and fy
being probably stronger than the charasteristic value.
Ductility detailing
Frames with V-bracings are the most uncomfortable for capacity design. The reason
comes from the two rules of the code:
· Compression diagonals must be accounted (6.7.2(2))
· In addition, they must be designed to resist buckling (6.7.3(6))
As it was said in this work, the energy is dissipated in tension bars, while compression
ones are assumed to buckle. However, EC8 demands them to withstand at least the de-
sign seismic effect without a capacity loss. Usually, the reduction factor for the cross-
sectional strength due to flexural buckling is about 0.5 (in a good case). This means,
that the section is about two times stronger in plastic tension. The clause 6.7.4(1) obli-
gates beams and columns to which the diagonals frame to be able to withstand the seis-
mic action equal to FEd=FG+1.1*γov*Ω*FE, where omega represents the ratio of section
plastic resistance to the design axial force in bracings. Assuming the reccomended value
of  gamma  1.25,  the  seismic  action  for  beams  and  columns  may  reach
1.25*1.1*1/0.5*FE=2.75*FE, that is even higher than the maximum behavior factor.
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Other types of diagonal bracings are not required to resist buckling, so the design force
may  be  almost  equal  to  the  tension  resistance  (Ω~1),  which  in  addition  to  a  higher  q
values and absence of beam capacity design makes them much more suitable for dissi-
pative behavior.
It would be cheaper in all cases to design the concerned building in accordance with the
non-dissipative behavior. However, this is not the purpose of the thesis. Therefore, the
capacity design procedure is performed as it is required for the ductility class high.
Slenderness of the diagonals
In accordance with 6.7.2 of Eurocode 8, the diagonal bars must have their non-
dimensional slenderness within the following limits:
· Less or equal than 2 for V-bracings
· Between 1.3 and 2 for X-bracings
The verification can be seen below.
Slenderness check
for V-bracings,
fy=355MPa
Section Length Iy=Iz A Ncr λ
200x8 8.57 35662500 5924 1006397 1.445563
250x10 9.75 87066700 9257 1898287 1.315735
220x12 7.96 64868500 9366 2121909 1.25178
220x10 8.43 57824600 8057 1686462 1.302305
250x12 8.76 98594200 10806 2662945 1.200233
260x12.5 9.09 115478800 11704 2896633 1.197663
There was a problem with the X-bracings. The intersection reduces the buckling length
only about one axis. Even if no compression bars are modeled, this reduction must be
taken into account, because it makes the diagonals too stocky while there is the lower
limit for the non-dimensional slenderness (compression bars are not modeled because
they are assumed to buckle soon enough, otherwise the columns will be overloaded with
a non-accounted axial force). It is not difficult to design a slender bar – X-bracings do
not have to be designed for buckling, so their resistance is governed only by tension.
Therefore, the cross-section area, which can be easily adjusted. Nevertheless, X-
bracings are the only horizontal force resisting element in one direction on the second
floor. If their Ω-ratio (see 6.7.4) varies significantly from the bracings of other stories, it
will lead to a non-uniform dissipation throughout an earthquake: the second floor will
yield while overstrenghened (due to buckling resistance) tension diagonals of other sto-
reys remain elastic. So, even if X-bracings are not designed for flexural buckling, in this
case they have to be almost in the same way overstrengthened as if their Fb,Rd was con-
trolled. This, in addition to the limits of λ require custom welded boxes to be used. The
most optimal solution with respect to all the limits is the profile below:
b h t A Iy Iz Ncrz λz Ncry λy
150 300 25 20000 207291667 63541667 3881377 1.352497 3165549 1.49763
Cross-section classes
To ensure enough ductility for DCH approach, the code requires all the diagonals (dis-
sipative members) to have the cross-section class 1 (6.5.3). All the bars are made of
S355 steel, and the bending moment due to the self-weight is neglected. So, based on
Table 5.2 of EN1993-1-1, their c/t ratio is restricted to be smaller than 33*ε=26.85.
Section c/t
200x8 18
250x10 18
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220x12 10.333333
220x10 15
250x12 12.833333
260x12.5 12.8
300x150x25 10
Capacity design of beams and columns
The case with three full silos have demonstrated higher internal forces in columns, so
the capacity design will be based on it.
The arrangement of the diagonals is symmetric in the plan for every storey, so the re-
quirement of 6.7.1(3) of the code is automatically fulfilled. The capacity design is fully
based on the “reverse” usage ratio Ω that must be inspected for all the diagonals.
Section NPlRd N Ed Ω
250x10 3265.74 1136 2.874771
220x12 3304.31 1257 2.628727
220x10 2842.38 925 3.072843
260x12.5 4129.3 1875 2.202293
300x150x25 7100 3295 2.15478
200x8 2090 663 3.152338
250x12 3812.34 1590 2.397698
One can notice that the X-bracing bars have the ratio smaller than the maximum times
0.75 (6.7.3(8)). Anyway, with the increase of cross-section (resistance) the stiffness also
increases and the design force becomes more (the X-bracings “share” the lateral forces
with the columns that are fixed to the foundation). The current value was the highest
that was possible to achieve with respect to the slenderness limits. However, it will not
be used in the capacity design verification.
To check beams and columns with the equation 6.12 (6.7.4) of the code, separate load
combinations were created in Robot, where besides the gravity loads the seismic action
multiplied by 1.1*γov*Ω=1.1*1.25*2.2=3 was added. Although the standard requires to
verify the resistance based on the value of MEd in the seismic situation, for continuous
columns it is safe to consider the full moment resulting from the yielded diagonal.
Besides, the energy is not dissipated through the bending of beams to which the V-
bracings frame. So, they need to withstand the forces from the yielding diagonals with-
out the formation of plastic hinges. The principles are listed in 6.7.4(2) of the standard.
A beam must not fail while the tension diagonal yields and the compression one adds
some post-buckling axial force, equal to 0.3 times the plastic resistance of the diagonal
in tension. The critical case is the beam above the bracings 250x12, so it was designed
locally against the effects above:
Angle 22.39723
NPlRd 3812
Vertical force 2467.108
Horizontal
force 1888.211
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Figure 40 Local analysis of a critical beam
For the reason of very strong bracings, only HEB1000 profile is suitable.
Capacity design of connections
The sub-chapter 6.5.5 requires the connection of dissipative members to be stronger
with respect to the possible material overstrength. In our case, the dissipation takes
place in the diagonal bars, so the joints of beams and columns do not have to be capaci-
ty designed. An example for one bracing is listed further:
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Figure 41 Suggested connection for the bracing 220x10
The connections are designed based on the rules of EN1993-1-8, with the resistance
requirements from EC8, as described above.
The input data for the bracing bar:
Bracing 220x10 γov 1.25
fy 355 γM2 1.25
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NPl,Rd 2842.38 fu 490
Required joint re-
sistance 3908.273
Bolts data and arrangement on the connection plate:
Bolts data
Class 10.9 Diameter 30
Non-threaded
area 707
fub 1000 Hole diameter 33 Threaded area 561
fyb 900
Number of
bolts 24
Arrangement
e1 45 tpl 10
e2 45
p1 90
p2 180
Shear resistance of bolts
αv 0.5
Fv,Rd 5385.6
Bearing resistance of the
plate
Edge end
end in-
ner
Inner
edge
Inner
inner
k1 2.118182 2.5 2.118182 2.5
αd 0.454545 0.454545 0.659091 0.659091
αb 0.454545 0.454545 0.659091 0.659091
Number 2 2 10 10
Fb,Rd 226.4529 267.2727 1641.783 1937.727
Total 4073.236
Check the rule 6.5.5(5)
Fv,Rd 1.2*Fb,Rd
5385.6 4887.884 OK
Block tearing
Ant 2280
Anv 15270
Veff,1,Rd 4023.489
Welds
Length 400
a 10
βw 0.9
fvw,d 251.4681
Fw,Rd 4023.49
SNiP
Seismicity definition
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To define the site seismicity for the design, Table 1 of the standard was used. In reality,
it will require a seismo-tectonic expertise to be carried out. Since the building is located
outside the Russian Federation, the OCP-97 maps were not used. The seismicity is se-
lected to be 9 degrees, because in that case the ground acceleration used in the design
spectrum will be almost the same (4m/s2). The ground type corresponds to the type II of
the SP classification.
Modal analysis
The building does not correspond to the regularity criteria stated in 5.3. The reason is
that in the torsion case the maximum value of floor displacement differs from the aver-
age by more than 10% (see the picture of modal analysis). This torsion cannot be ana-
lyzed by a cantilever-type model, so the spatial model was used. In addition, SNiP does
not restrict the modeling of diagonal bracings, so both tension and compression diago-
nals were modeled in X-bracings.
For the load to mass conversion, the coefficients were chosen according to 5.1 of SP.
The dead load was multiplied by the factor 0.9, and the imposed one by 0.5. This is a bit
smaller than the factors in Eurocodes, where the self-weight is never reduced.
The structure is designed for the Design Earthquake situation.
The clause 5.16 does not obligate to account the accidental torsion eccentricity for the
spatial model, so it was not defined.
Since the mass participation for the horizontal components was enough in the first two
vibration modes, the final number of modes accounted was chosen to be three, because
of the demands in 5.9 of SNiP. The results of the modal analysis are listed below:
Three silos full:
Case Mode
Frequency
(Hz)
Period
(sec)
Rel.mas.UX
(%)
Rel.mas.UY
(%)
Rel.mas.UZ
(%)
6 1 0.69 1.44 0 94.73 0
6 2 1 1 97.98 94.73 0
6 3 1.14 0.88 97.98 94.74 0
Torsion case:
Case Mode
Frequency
(Hz)
Period
(sec)
Rel.mas.UX
(%)
Rel.mas.UY
(%)
Rel.mas.UZ
(%)
6 1 0.91 1.1 0 88.13 0
6 2 1.44 0.7 96.15 88.13 0.04
6 3 1.94 0.52 96.15 92.22 0.04
Design spectrum definition
To obtain the design seismic action effects, the modal response spectrum analysis was
used. The spectrum was defined as described in 5.3.1 of this thesis.
K0=1 according to Table 3 of the standard;
The behavior factor K1=0.22 for the steel structures with diagonal bracings (Table 4 of
SP).
Kψ=1.0, because the building is not a tower or any other relatively high structure (Table
5 of SP);
The ground acceleration was left 3.924m/s2 (but not 4, as required for the site seismicity
of 9 degrees), so that the comparison is more notable.
The clause 5.6(3) gives the type 1 spectrum for the ground category II.
With regard to all the coefficients, the design spectrum can be seen below:
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a)
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Figure 42 A) - Design spectrum for MRS analysis, b) – comparison with EC8 spectrum.
It is notable that the values may be higher than those in Eurocodes, in spite of the better
behavior factor. Anyhow, the curve itself is much smoother in SNiP, a higher natural
period is gradually more beneficial in the European standards. As it was said in this the-
sis, one way to increase the period is to account ground elasticity. Now we see that it is
really worth doing when designing according to Eurocodes.
The total seismic mass of the building is 3139t for the case of three full silos. A quick
check of the MRS analysis results:
Fb=3138890.54kg*1.137471274m/s2*0.9473(mass participation percentage)=3382kN
The program has shown almost the same results (3379.64kN), so the results are trusted.
Three silos full:
Direction Seismic base shear (10% rule)
Y 3379.64kN
X 4189.93kN
Torsion case:
Direction Seismic base shear (10% rule)
Y 1781.80kN
X 2443.12kN
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Seismic combinations
For the case of a spatial model, the standard requires not to divide the effect into com-
ponents. The maximum modal effect was obtained with the 10% combination rule. The
seismic combinations were created according to 5.1 of SP:
FEd=0.5*Qk+0.9*Gk+Ed, where Ed is the design seismic effect.
Ultimate limit state check
The statement 5.18 allows to check the buildings only at ULS. In addition, the addition-
al working condition coeffecient is taken into account as specified in the 5.15 of SP.
When performing the check for buckling, it depends on the element slenderness (l0/i).
The critical bracings have their slenderness ratio 70, so according to Table 6 the mr co-
efficient is interpolated to 1.1 for the buckling check. As for the section verification
(beams in bending and shear), the factor mr was input as 1.3.
To introduce here an exact comparison, the ULS check of members was performed ac-
cording to Eurocode 3. The Russian standards for steel have different rules and material
design resistance definition besides dissimilar characteristic yield strength. This is out-
side the scope of the thesis, so the European norms were used. In SNiP, the design ma-
terial strength is multiplied by the working condition coefficient. In our case it was ac-
counted by dividing the design effect by it in separate combinations in Robot, which is
basically the same.
Ductility detailing
The only energy dissipation regulation for the braced frames that one may find in SP is
to locate the dissipation zones outside the joints. However, no rules for the capacity de-
sign are given. So, one has to apply other sources of information, e.g. Eurocode 8.
Conclusions
This appendix has the goal to represent in practice everything written in the conclusion
chapter of the theoretical part. Obviously, it has demonstrated the necessity of alterna-
tions available in Eurocodes: the non-dissipative approach would be much more eco-
nomic. Higher behavior factors in case of a moment resisting frame might have changed
this, although according to steelconstruction.info the connections are much more expen-
sive for the reason of welding. Anyway, the standard offers plenty of various methods,
and it is up to the designer to choose.
As for SNiP, one may see that there are the requirements for the ductile behavior (locate
the dissipation zones outside the joints, etc.), but there is no guidance. The document
named “The official guidance” introduces only a set of solutions that are not universal.
